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Abstract 
We describe CARIN, a novel family of representation languages, that combine the expressive power 
of Horn rules and of description logics. We address the issue of providing sound and complete 
inference procedures for such languages. We identify existential entailment as a core problem in 
reasoning in CARIN, and describe an existential entailment algorithm for the JILCA~R description 
logic. As a result: we obtain a sound and complete algorithm for reasoning in non-recursive CARIN- 
ALCMR knowledge bases, and an algorithm for rule subsumption over ALC,d&. We show that 
in general, the reasoning problem for recursive CARIN-AL&%% knowledge bases is undecidable, 
and identify the constructors of ACCMJ?, causing the undecidability. We show two ways in which 
CARIN-ALCNR knowledge bases can be restricted while obtaining sound and complete reasoning. 
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1. Introduction 
Horn rule languages have formed the basis for many Artificial Intelligence applications 
as well as the basis for deductive and active database models. Horn rules are a natural 
representation language in many application domains, and are attractive because they 
are a tractable subset of first order logic for which several practically efficient inference 
procedures have been developed. One of the significant limitations of Horn rules is that 
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they are not expressive enough to model domains with a rich hierarchical structure. 
In contrast, description logics are a family of representation languages that have been 
designed especially to model rich hierarchies of classes of objects. The computational and 
expressive properties of description logics have been extensively studied. Several systems 
have been built based on description logics (e.g., CLASSIC [S], LOOM [28], BACK [3 11, 
KRIS [5]), and they have been used in several applications (e.g., 137,381). 
A description logic is a subset of first order logic with equality. In a description logic 
we define sets of objects (referred to as concepts) as unary relations, and we define 
relationships between objects as binary relations (called roles). Concepts are defined by 
the necessary and sufficient conditions satisfied by objects in the set. These conditions 
are expressed by concept descriptions that are built from a set of constructors. For 
example, the description Parent n (V childSmart) describes the instances of the concept 
Parent, all of whose children are instances of the class Smart. Similarly, some description 
logics allow role descriptions in addition to concept descriptions. Description logic 
knowledge bases contain a terminology in which we define the set of concepts and roles 
used in the knowledge base. Description logics and their properties vary depending on 
the set of allowed constructors and the kinds of statements allowed in the knowledge 
base. Much of the research in description logics has concentrated on algorithms for 
determining subsumption relations between concepts, satisfiability of knowledge bases and 
for checking membership of an object in a concept. 
Horn rules and descriptions logics are two orthogonal subsets of first order logic 171. 
Several applications, such as combining information from multiple heterogeneous ources, 
modeling complex physical devices, significantly benefit from combining the expressive 
power of both formalisms. Starting from the KRYPTON language [9], several works 
have considered the design of hybrid representation languages that combine rules with 
description logics (e.g., [2,14,17,29]). 
This paper describes CARIN, a novel family of languages, that extend Horn rules with 
the expressive power of description logics. CARIN knowledge bases contain both a set of 
Horn rules and a description-logic terminology. CARIN combines the two formalisms by 
allowing the concepts and roles, defined in the terminology, to appear as predicates in the 
antecedents of the Horn rules. CARIN is distinguished from previous hybrid languages in 
that we allow both the roles and concepts to appear in the Horn rules. In contrast, previous 
languages (e.g., AL-Log [14]) only allow the usage of concepts as typing constraints on 
variables that &ready appear elsewhere in the rules. 
The semantics of CARIN is derived naturally from the semantics of its component 
languages. The key problem in developing such a hybrid language is designing a sound and 
complete inference procedure for answering queries in the language. AS already observed 
for the simpler language AL-Log [ 141, combining standard Horn rule inference procedures 
with intermediate terminological reasoning steps does not result in a complete inference 
procedure for AL-Log, and therefore the same applies to CARIN knowledge bases. The 
reason for the incompleteness is that Horn rule reasoning procedures apply each rule 
in isolution, and they try to instuntiate the antecedent of the rule in order to derive its 
consequent. 
In this paper we address the reasoning problem in CARIN. We consider CARIN for 
the case in which the description logic is &cM’R (referred to as CARIN-&CNE). 
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AEJVR is one of the most expressive decidable implemented description logic L.51. For 
the Horn rule component, we consider function-free Horn rules. Our results distinguish the 
case of non-recursive Horn rules from the case of recursive Horn rules in CARIN knowledge 
bases. 
In the non-recursive case, we show that a single step of applying a Horn rule needs 
to be replaced by a more sophisticated reasoning step. We isolate this step and refer to 
it as existential entailment. Speaking informally, the existential entailment problem is to 
decide whether the antecedent of a Horn rule, together with a description logic terminology 
logically entail the disjunction of the antecedents of a set of Horn rules. We describe an 
existential entailment algorithm for ACCNR. The existential entailment algorithm entails 
several important results: 
. It provides a sound and complete inference procedure for non-recursive CARIK 
knowledge bases in which the description logic component is ACCN‘R. 
l A particular and important case of the above is that we provide the first algorithm for 
answering arbitrav conjunctive queries over an ALCNR knowledge base. 
. It provides an algorithm for rule subsumption over ALCN’R. which is an important 
building block in several query optimization algorithms. 
l The existential entailment algorithm can be combined with the constrained-resolution 
algorithm described by Btirckert [ 121 to yield a refutation complete SLD-resolution 
algorithm for recursive CARIN-ACCNR. ’ 
In the recursive case, we show how the decidability of the reasoning problem depends 
on the constructors allowed and on the form of the Horn rules. In particular, we show the 
following: 
l Reasoning in recursive CARIN-AACCNR is undecidable. We show that in each of the 
following cases by itself, the reasoning problem is undecidable: 
- the description logic contains the constructor (VR.C), 
_ the description logic contains the constructor (< II R), or 
- the terminology contains terminological cycles and either the constructor (3 R.C) 
or (3 II R). 
These results are significant because the constructors leading to undecidability are at 
the core of most description logics. 
a We identify two ways of restricting the sentences in the knowledge base for which we 
establish sound and complete inference procedures: 
- The first restriction concerns the description logic. We show that if the description 
logic does not contain the constructors (V R .C) and (< n R), and the terminology 
contains only concept definitions that are acyclic. the reasoning problem is 
decidable. 
- The second restriction concerns the form of the Horn rules. We show that if the rules 
are role-safe, then recursive Horn rules can be combined with all of ALAN??,, and 
reasoning is still decidable. Role-safe rules require that in every role atom at least 
one variable that appears in the atom also appears in an atom of a base predicate 
(i.e.. a predicate that does not appear in the consequent of a Horn rule. and is not 
2 Recall that a refutation complete algorithm will terminate if the query is entailed by the knowledge base. but 
may not terminate otherwise. 
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a concept or role predicate). It should be noted that this restriction covers some of 
the common usages of recursive rules (e.g., expressing graph connectivity). 
CARIN has several advantages that are important in applications. The added expressive 
power of CARIN with respect to its component languages enables us to express rich con- 
straints on classes of objects in a form of a concept hierarchy while still having the ability to 
use predicates of arbitrary arity, and the ability to express arbitrary joins between relations. 
In addition, CARIN provides a queq language over description logic knowledge bases in 
which more traditional queries can be expressed. In particular, it is possible to express con- 
junctive queries, unions of conjunctive queries and recursive queries. In contrast, queries 
over description logic knowledge bases have been limited to membership and subsump- 
tion queries. Both of these features in CARIN were key to the design of the Information 
Manifold system [ 221 that combines information from multiple heterogeneous sources. 
Furthermore, conjunctive queries and unions thereof are the basic building block of most 
database query languages (e.g., SQL). Therefore, the ability to answer conjunctive queries 
over description logics is important when we consider systems that combine description 
logics with traditional databases. Finally, the ability to answer subsumption queries be- 
tween conjunctive queries in CARIN has been important in developing novel algorithms for 
knowledge base verification [25]. We elaborate on the applications of CARIN in Section 8. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the CARIN family of languages, 
and illustrates the novel kinds of inferences that can be made in the language. Section 3 
describes an algorithm for existential entailment that is at the heart of several reasoning 
algorithms for CARIN. Section 4 considers inference in non-recursive CARIN knowledge 
bases, and shows how existential entailment is used for a sound and complete inference 
procedure for non-recursive CARIN-AUVR. Section 5 describes several cases in 
which allowing recursive Horn rules in CARIN knowledge bases leads immediately to 
undecidability of the reasoning problem. Sections 6 and 7 describe cases in which there 
exist sound and complete algorithms for reasoning in CARIN in the presence of recursive 
Horn rules. Section 8 concludes with related work and discussion. 
2. The CARIN languages 
CARIN is a family of languages, each of which combines a description logic C with Horn 
rules. We denote a specific language in CARIN by CARIN-C. A CARIN-C knowledge base 
(KB) contains three components, the first is a description-logic terminology, the second is a 
set of Horn rules and the third is a set of ground facts. The terminology is a set of statements 
in C about concepts and roles in the domain. Concepts and roles from the terminology can 
also appear as predicates in the antecedents of the Horn rules and in the ground facts. 
Predicates that do not appear in the terminology are called ordinary predicates. Ordinary 
predicates can be of any arity. We describe each component below. 
2.1. Terminological component in CARIN 
The terminological component of a CARIN-C knowledge base contains a set of formulas 
in the description logic C. A description logic contains unary relations (called concepts) 
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which represent sets of objects in the domain and binary relations (called roles) which 
describe relationships between objects. Expressions in the terminology are built from 
concept and role names and from concept and role descriptions, which denote complex 
concepts and roles. Descriptions are built from the set of constructors of C. Here we 
consider CARIN languages in which the description logic component is any subset of the 
language ACCNR [ 1 I]. Descriptions in ACCNR are defined using the following syntax 
(A denotes a primitive concept name, Pi’s denote primitive role names. C and D represent 
concept descriptions and R denotes a role description): 
C,D-+AI 
Tl-Ll 
CnDjCuDl 
-C I 
VR.C 1 
3R.C 1 
(3 nR) I (< nR) 
R-t PI rl . . . n Pm 
(primitive concept), 
(top, bottom), 
(conjunction, disjunction), 
(complement), 
(universal quantification), 
(existential quantification), 
(number restrictions), 
(role conjunction). 
The sentences in the terminological component A;r of a CARIN knowledge base A are 
either concept dejinitions, concept inclusions” or role definitions. A concept definition 
is a statement of the form A := D, where A is a concept name and D is a concept 
description. We assume that a concept name appears on the left hand side of at most one 
concept definition. An inclusion statement is of the form C L D, where C and D are 
concept descriptions. Intuitively, a concept definition associates a definition with a name 
of a concept. An inclusion states that every instance of the concept C must be an instance 
of D. A role definition is a formula of the form P := R, where P is a role name and R is a 
role description. In dLCNR role descriptions are limited to conjunctions of atomic roles. 
A concept name A is said to depend on a concept name B if B appears in the concept 
definition of A. A set of concept definitions is said to be cyclic if there is a cycle in the 
dependency relation. When the terminology contains only concept definitions and has no 
cycles we can unfold the terminology by iteratively substituting every concept name with 
its definition. As a result, we obtain a set of concept definitions, where all the concepts that 
appear in the right hand sides do not appear on the left hand side of any definition. 
The semantics of the terminological component is given via interpretations. An 
interpretation I contains a non-empty domain 0’. It assigns a unary relation C’ to every 
concept in Al, and a binary relation R’ over (3’ x 0’ to every role R in Al. The 
extensions of concept and role descriptions are given by the following equations: (d(S) 
denotes the cardinality of a set S): 
T’=O’. I’=0, (CnD)‘=C’nD’, 
(C u 0)’ = C’ U D’, (-C)’ = 0’ \ C’, 
(VR.C)’ = (d E 0’ I Ve: (d, e) E R’ -+ P E C’}, 
’ A concept definition can also be given by two inclusion statements. However, we single out concept definitions 
here because they will be of special interest later on. 
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(3R.C)’ = (d E 0’ 1 3e: (cl, e) E R' A e E C'), 
(3 n R)’ = {d E 0’ 1 P(e 1 (d, e) E R'} 3 n), 
(< n R)’ = {d E 0’ 1 D(e / (d. e) E R'} < n), 
(PI n...n P,)I = P/ n...n Pi!. 
An interpretation I is a model of Al if C’ C D’ for every inclusion C C D in the 
terminology, A’ = D’ for every concept definition A := D, and P’ = R’ for every role 
definition P := R. We say that C is subsumed by D with respect to Al if C’ C D’ in 
every model I of Al. 
Example 2.1. Consider the following terminology, 71: 
european n american C I 
european-associate := 3associate.european 
american-associate := 3associate.american 
no-fellow-company := t/associate.-american 
international-company := european-associate u american-associate 
The concepts european and american are primitive concepts, and the first inclusion 
states that they are disjoint. The concept european-associate (respectively, american- 
associate) is defined to be the set of individuals that have at least one filler of the role 
associate, which is a member of european (respectively, american). The concept no-fellow- 
company is defined to be the set of individuals that have as fillers of the role associate 
only individuals which are not members of american. The concept international-company 
represents the set of individuals that belong either to european-associate or to american- 
associate. As an example of a subsumption relationship that can be inferred from the 
terminology, the concept european-associate n american-associate is subsumed by (3 2 
associate). The subsumption holds because instances of the first concept are required to be 
instance of both european-associate and of american-associate, and therefore to have both 
an American associate and a European associate. However, since European and American 
companies are disjoint sets, it entails that instances of european-associate n american- 
associate have at least two associates. 
2.2. Horn rules and groundfacts in CARIN 
Horn rule component. The Horn rule component An of a CARIN knowledge base A 
contains a set of Horn rules that are logical sentences of the form: 
where x 1. . , x,, , ? are tuples of variables or constants. We require that the rules are 
safe. i.e., a variable that appears in r must also appear in %I U . . . U .%, . The predicates 
PI. . , pn may be either concept or role names, or ordinaq predicates that do not appear 
in Al. Recall that ordinary predicates can be of any arity. The predicate q must be 
an ordinary predicate. It should be noted that CARIN Horn rules are more general than 
previous languages such as AL-log [14], where, in addition to ordinary predicates, only 
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concept predicates were allowed in the rules, and a variable appearing in a concept atom 
had to appear in an atom of an ordinary predicate in the antecedent. 
An ordinary predicate p is said to depend on an ordinary predicate q if q appears in the 
antecedent of a Horn rule whose consequent is p. A set of rules are said to be recursive if 
there is a cycle in the dependency relation among ordinary predicates. 
Ground fact component. The ground fact component of a CARIN knowledge base 
contains a set of ground atomic facts of the form p(6) where 5 is a tuple of constants 
and p is either a concept, role or ordinary predicate. 
Example 2.2. As an example of a CARIN-ACCN’R knowledge base, we can consider 
the terminology 71, with the following rules, RI, using the ordinary predicates made-by, 
monopoly and price: 
r-1 : made-by(X,Y) A no-fellow-company(Y) + price(X,usa,high) 
~2: made-by(X,Y) A associate(Y,Z) A american(Z) A monopoly(Y,X,usa) + 
price(X,usa,high). 
and the following ground facts: 
AI : {made-by(a,b), monopoly(b,a,usa), american-associate(b)). 
2.3. Semantics of CARIN 
The semantics of CARIN is derived in a natural way from the semantics of its components 
languages. An interpretation I contains a non-empty domain (3’. The interpretation assigns 
to every constant a in A an object a’ E O’, and a relation of arity n over the domain 13’ to 
every predicate of arity R in A. An interpretation I is a model of a knowledge base A if it 
is a model of each of it components. Models of the terminological component were defined 
in Section 2.1. An interpretation I is a model of a rule r if, whenever (;Y is a mapping from 
the variables of r to the domain O’, such that a(_%i) E p/ for every atom of the antecedent 
of r, then a(Y) E q’, where q(y) is the consequent of r. Finally, I is a model of a ground 
fact p(Z) if 5’ E p’. We make the unique names assumption, i.e., if a and b are constants 
in A, then a’ # b’. 
Remark 2.1. It should be noted that CARIN does not allow concept and role atoms to 
appear in the consequents of the rules because of the underlying assumption that the 
terminological component completely describes the hierarchical structure in the domain, 
and therefore. the rules should not allow to make new inferences about that structure. 
2.4. Reasoning in CARIN 
The reasoning problem we address in CARIN is the following: 
Given a CARIN knowledge base A and a ground atomic query of the form p(a), where 
p can be any predicate, and 5 is a tuple of constants, does A + p(a)? 
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The following example shows some of the additional inferences that can be drawn from 
CARIN rules but not from either of its sublanguages alone. 
Example 2.3. Suppose we have the CARIN knowledge base 7t U AI U RI. The following 
entailment holds: 
7t U A1 U RI b price(a,usa,high). 
The fact american-associate(b) and 71 entail that b has some associate that is an american. 
Therefore, even though no rule of Rt can be totally instantiated on Al, the missing 
conjuncts of r2 are entailed by A1 U 71. 
As another example, suppose we have the ground facts: 
AZ: {made-by(a,b),monopoly(b,a,usa), international-company(b)}. 
The following entailment holds: 
z U A2 U RI + price(a,usa,high). 
Here, 71 U A2 does not entail the antecedent of any single rule in RI. However, we can 
make the inference by reasoning by cases: (1) if b has at least one American associate, then 
price(a,usa,high) will follow because the antecedent of rule r2 will be entailed, as explained 
above; (2) if b has no American associate, then no-fellow-company(b) will be entailed, and 
price(a,usa,high) will follow from 11. 
The above examples illustrated that there are two aspects of traditional Horn rule 
inference mechanisms that make them inadequate for CARIN knowledge bases. The first 
aspect is that they consider each rule in isolation, and the second aspect is that for each 
rule they try to instantiate the antecedent in order to derive the consequent. The example 
with A1 showed that a KB may entail the antecedent of a rule without the antecedent being 
instantiated in the KB. The example with AZ showed that a KB may entail the disjunction 
of the antecedents of two rules without entailing either of them. These problems have also 
been observed in [ 141, even when role predicates were not allowed in the rules. Therefore, 
to enable complete reasoning in CARIN, the process of instantiating a single rule needs to 
be replaced by an algorithm that decides whether a set of ground facts and a terminology 
entails the disjunction of the antecedents of a set of Horn rules. In the next section we 
formalize this decision problem as the existential entailment problem, and describe an 
algorithm for solving it. In Section 4 we show that the existential entailment algorithm 
stands at the core of several reasoning problems in CARIN. 
3. Existential entailment algorithm for ACCNR 
Formally, the existential entailment problem for a description logic ,C is the following. 
Definition 3.1 (Existential entailment). Let 7 be a terminology in the description logic L, 
and let Q be a sentence of the form Q t v . . . v Q,, . Assume that /l and Q 1. , Q,* are 
existential sentences of the form 
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where ~1, , y, are either roles or concepts appearing in 7, r. rl, . . . r, are tuples 
of variables and constants, and y C rl U ... U ?,. The variables that do not appear 
existentially quantified in Q or B are considered universally quantified. Any variable that 
appears in Q must also appear in p. 
The existential entailment problem is to decide whether 
/3U7-/= Q, v...v Qn. 
The existential entailment problem is important in our context for the following reasons: 
. In the case in which ,!I is a conjunction of ground atomic facts, existential entailment 
enables us to deduce whether the disjunction of the antecedents of a set Horn rules is 
entailed from the ground facts. 4 
. When n = 1, existential entailment amounts to subsumption of conjunctive queries 
over the description logic. In contrast to subsumption of concepts, this problem has 
not been considered in previous work. 
It is important to emphasize that the existential entailment problem cunnot be reduced to a 
satisfiability problem of an ~LCJV’R knowledge base, because the negation of the sentence 
Q cannot be expressed in an ALCNR knowledge base. Therefore, the algorithm in [ 111 
does not suffice. 
We describe an existential entailment algorithm for the language ACCNR. Our 
algorithm is based on the technique of constraint systems, also used in [I I] for a 
satisfiability checking of ALCNR knowledge bases and previously in [ 15,331. Informally, 
in our setting, a constraint system represents a set of models of /I U 7. The algorithm begins 
with an initial constraint system, Sp, constructed from B 1J 7. The initial constraint system 
represents the set of all models of p U 7. The algorithm then applies a set of propagation 
rules that generate a set of completions. Each completion is a refinement of the initial 
constraint system, in which some implicit constraints have been made explicit, and some 
non-deterministic choices have been made. Some completions contain explicit clashes. 
(e.g., they state that an individual belongs both to a class and to its complement), and are 
then clearly unsatisfiable. Each clash-free completion represents a subset of the models of 
/3 U 7, and together they provide a finite representation of all the models of B U 7. The 
important property of our completions is that checking whether the formula Q is entailed 
from a clash-free completion can be done by checking whether the formula is satisfied 
in one canonical model of the completion. Therefore, to check whether Q is entailed by 
fl U 7, it suffices to check the canonical models of each of the clash-free completions. To 
summarize, our algorithm has four steps: 
(1) build an initial constraint system Sb from /3 U 7, 
(2) apply the propagation rules to Sp to obtain a set of completions, S, 
(3) for every clash-free completion S E S, build a canonical interpretation Is, and 
(4) check whether Q is satisfied in ull the canonical interpretations that have been 
constructed. 
4 We will see later that entailing antecedents of CARIN rules is not complicated by the fact that they contain 
ordinary predicates in addition to concepts and roles. 
The key difficulty in designing the algorithm (and other algorithms based on constraint 
systems) is to define the termination condition for the second step, in such a way that the 
resulting completions have the desired properties. 
Constraint systems 
We begin by introducing the elements of constraint systems. Formally, a constraint 
system is a non-empty set of constraints of the form s : C, s Pt, Vx.x : C, and s + t, where 
C is a concept description and P is a primitive role name. 
We denote the set of variables and constants that appear in Q or in /3 by V. From this 
point on, we refer to elements of v as individuals. In describing constraint systems, we 
introduce a new alphabet of variable symbols W, with a well-founded total ordering +M;. 
The alphabet W is disjoint from Y. We denote elements of W by the letters u, u, w, x, y, 17. 
The term object refers to elements of V U W (i.e., either variables or individuals). Objects 
are denoted by the letters s, t . Elements in V are denoted by the letters u, b. 
Suppose S is a constraint system and R is a role defined by the description R = 
PI n n Pk (k > 1). We say that an object t is an R-successor of an object s in S, if 
s PI t. . . .Y Pkt E S. We say that t is a direct successor of s in S, if it is the R-successor for 
some role R in S. The successor relationship denotes the transitive closure of the direct- 
successor relation. The direct-predecessor and the predecessor relations are the inverses 
of direct-successor and successor, respectively. We say that s and t are separated in S if 
s # t E S. Finally, we denote by S[X/S] the constraint system obtained from S by replacing 
each occurrence of the variable x by the object s. 
For a variable v in a constraint system S, we define the function a(S, v) := (C 1 
u : C E S). Two variables v, UI E S are said to be concept-equivalent if a(S. v) = o(S. w). 
Intuitively, two variables are concept-equivalent in S if, as far as the constraints in S are 
concerned, they have the same properties, and therefore, unless they are separated in S, 
they may denote the same element in the domain. The function (T plays an important role 
in the termination condition of the algorithm. A constraint system contains a clash, if it 
contains 
0 (s:l],or 
l {s:A,s:~A],or 
l (.s:(<nR)]U{sP~ti ,..., SPkt;Ii~l,.... fl+l}U(tijrtjIi,j~l,..., n+l, 
i#j)whereR= PI FI...FIP~. 
The semantics of constraint systems is given by interpretations, mapping each element s 
of VU W to an element (Y’ (s) in the domain 0’) and specifying extensions for the concepts 
and roles. An interpretation satisfies the constraint s : C if a’(s) E C’, the constraint sRt 
if ((Y’(S). al(t)) E R’. the constraint s # t if a’(s) # a’(t), and the constraint Vx.x : C 
if C’ = 0’. An interpretation Z is a model of a constraint system S if it satisfies every 
constraint in S. Note that a constraint system with a clash is unsatisfiable. 
3. I. The algorithm 
We first describe the algorithm for the case in which B contains no variables, and 
therefore, because of the unique names assumption, all individuals in fi are necessarily 
mapped to distinct objects in the domain. A minor modification to the algorithm to 
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accommodate variables is described in the end of this section. Without loss of generality. 
we can suppose that 7 contains only inclusion statements and role definitions. We describe 
the different steps of the algorithm. 
3. I. 1. Creating the initiul constraint system 
We first construct the initial constraint system Sg from p U 7. Assume B is of the form 
Pl(al) A... A p,(&). We construct Sfl as follows. 
(Al) ForeveryiE[l,.... n], if pi(&) is of the form C(a), we put u : C in Sb. 
(A2) For every i E [I.. . . , n], if p;(Z;) is of the form R(n. b) we put ~lPr b, . . a P,,b 
in Sb, if R = PI fl . TI P,,, (or simply ~1 Rb if R is a primitive role). 
(A3) For every inclusion statement C & D in 7, we add Vx.x : -C L. D to Sg. 
(A4) For every pair of individuals a and b in ,8. we add LI # b to Sb 
(AS) For every concept C that appears in Q, we add the constraint Vx.x : C u -C to Sg 
It should be noted that the last set of constraints (which is not added in [ 111) is needed 
because our algorithm is meant to test entailment and not satisfiability. These constraints 
have the effect that in every completion S that our algorithm generates, S b C(s) or 
S /= -C(s) for every object s, and concept C that appears in Q.’ We assume that all 
the concepts in a constraint system are simple, i.e., the only complements they contain 
are of the form -A where A is the name of a primitive concept. As shown in [ 151, every 
ALC,VR concept can be transformed into an equivalent simple concept in linear time. 
The following observation follows immediately from the definitions. Intuitively, it shows 
that Sg is an accurate representation of fi U 7 in terms of constraint systems. Note that 
interpretations of /I U 7 and of Sg are comparable because they have the same object 
constants and relations. 
Observation 3.1. An interpretation Z is a model of ,B U 7 if and only if it is a model of Sb. 
3.1.2. Applying the propagation rules 
The next step of the algorithm is to apply the set of propagation rules shown in Fig. I 
to the constraint system SD (these are the same propagation rules as in [ 111). Informally, 
each propagation rule corresponds to one of the constructors in AACCNR. For example, 
rule 3 propagates the constraints implied by the VR.C constructor onto a filler, while rule 5 
creates additional variables in a constraint system to ensure that the (3 IZ R) constraint is 
satisfied. Rules 2 and 6 are said to be non-deterministic rules, and all the others are said to 
be deterministic rules. Two of the propagation rules are generating rules because they add 
new variables to the constraint system. 
The termination condition 
A naive application of the propagation rules may not terminate. Therefore, rules 4 and 5 
are applied only on variables that are not blocked. A key point in designing an algorithm 
based on constraint systems, and where our use of constraint systems differs from [ 1 I], is 
’ Adding this set of constraints has the same effect of adding the choose-r& used in [4.20], which forces every 
object in the constraint system to belong either to a concept or to its negation. 
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l.S-+~(s:Cl.s:C2)US 
ifl.s:C1nC2isinS, 
2. s : Cl and s : C2 are not both in S. 
2.S~u(s:D]US 
if 1. s : Cl U C2 is in S, 
2. neither s : Cl nor s : C2 are in S, 
3. D=Cl orD=C2. 
3. s +v (t : C) us 
if 1. s : VR.C is in S, 
2. t is an R-successor of s, 
3. t : C is not in S. 
4.S-f3{sP1y . . . . . sf~y,y:c)us 
1. s: 3R.C isin S, 
2. R = f1 n.. F’ Pk, 
3. y is a new variable, 
4. there is no t such that t is an R-successor of s in S and t : C is in S, 
5. ifs is not blocked. 
5.S-+a{SP14’j ,..... FpkJ’IiEl,..., ~]U(J’;$~,;Ii.jEl...., n,i#;)uS 
if 1. s : (3 II R) is in S, 
2. R= PI n.,.nPk. 
3. ~1, , yn are new variables, 
4. there do not exist 12 pairwise separated R-successors of s in S, 
5. ifs is not blocked. 
6. S +< SLY/~] 
if I. s : (< n R) is in S, 
2. s has more than IZ R-successors in S, 
3. y, t are two R-successors of s which are not separated. 
7. s Y+VX (s : C} u s 
if 1. Vx.x : C is in S, 
2. s appears in S, 
3. s : C is not in S. 
Fig. 1. Propagation rules. 
the definition of blocked variables. To illustrate the subtlety involved, we first illustrate the 
standard use (e.g, as used in [ 111) of constraint systems with an example. 
Example 3.1. Consider the terminology 72 consisting of the single inclusion C C 3R.C, 
and 82 = C(a). That is, the instances of C must have at least one filler of R that is also an 
instance of C. 
Fig. 2 shows the application of the propagation rules to this example. The initial 
constraint system is SD, = {a : C, Vx..x : -C u 3R.C}, whose constraints correspond to 82 
and the inclusion statement. The first constraint states that a is an instance of C, and the 
second constraint states that every individual is an instance of -C u 3 R .C. 
The first propagation rule that is applied (rule 7) instantiates the second constraint with 
the individual a. It creates the constraint system SI = Spz U {a : -C LI 3R.C). Because 
of the disjunction, two successor constraint systems to SI can be created (using rule 2), 
one in which a : -C is added to S1, and the other in which a : 3R.C is added. Since the 
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t-x 
la:1 Sl 
a: -C a: 3R.C S2 
-+3 
v,:Xu 3R.C :r;+==, 
clash 
clash 
Fig. 2. The trace of the application of propagation roles to Example 3.1. In the figure, we only show the constraints 
that are added to the constraint system at every step. Nodes marked with clash represent unsatisfiable constraint 
systems. 
first one is unsatisfiable, we only consider the second one further: S2 = St U (a : 3R.CJ. 
The system S2 implies that a has a filler on the role R, therefore, a generating rule 
(rule 4) is applied, which adds a new variable VI to S2 with the appropriate constraints, 
to obtain S3 = S2 U {aRul, zil : C}. Then, the same sequence of propagation rules that 
were applied to a are also applied to ut, to obtain the following constraint system: 
s4 = & u {VI :-C LI 3R.C. VI : 3R.C. v1 Rv2. v2 : C}. At this point, the same propagation 
rules could be applied to ~2. However, ut and u2 satisfy the same constraints in S4. Hence, 
112 is said to be blocked by VI, and the propagation terminates. 
The canonical model I of S4 which is considered in [ 1 l] is built as follows. The 
domain of I is [a, ur, IQ}, and the extensions of the relations are: C’ = (~1, VI, vz}, and 
R’ = ](a, VI)> (~1, u2), (~2, LIZ)}. 
The above illustrated the termination condition used in [ 111, which was designed 
especially to check satisfiability of an AL&L%! knowledge base. The subtle point in the 
algorithm is that when building the canonical model, fillers to the blocked variables have 
to be assigned. Above, a filler for role R had to be assigned to ~2. In doing so, cycles were 
introduced in the canonical model that do not exist in every model of S4. For example, 
if the query Q were 3x1 1 Q, qR(x2, XI) A R(q. XI) A R(x2, x3), it would be satisfied 
in the canonical model. even though it is not entailed by S4. However. we want to use 
the canonical interpretation to check which formulas are satisfied in all models of the 
completion. To avoid this problem, we develop a termination condition that depends on the 
query, and that guarantees that the resulting canonical model is sufficient for checking the 
entailment of the query. 
Examining the propagation rules reveals that if we only consider the variables in a 
constraint system, it forms a forest of trees. Specifically, if we consider a graph whose 
nodes are the variables and there is an arc from a node x to y if .V is a direct successor of 
X, then the graph is a forest of trees. This follows from the fact that rules 4 and 5 generate 
new nodes in the forest, and rule 6 only unifies two successors of the same node. The other 
rules do not add nodes or edges to the graph. We can define the depth of a variable in a 
constraint system to be its depth in the tree to which it belongs. Given this structure, we 
can define the notion of n-tree equivalence among variables in a constraint system. 
Definition 3.2. The n-tree of a variable u is the tree that includes the variable u and its 
successors, whose distance from u is at most n direct-successor arcs. We denote the set of 
variables in the n-tree of u by V,,(u). 
Two variables IJ, UJ E S are said to be n-tree equivalent in S if there is an isomorphism 
I/I : V,,(v) -+ V,,(w), such that 
0 @(u) =u’, 
l for every s. t E V,,(v). s Pt E S if and only if $(s)P+(t) E S, and 
0 for every s E V,,(u). a(S. I/T(S)) = a(S. s). 
Intuitively, two variables are n-tree equivalent if the trees of depth 12 of which they are 
roots are isomorphic. We denote by DQ the maximum number of literals in any of the Q;‘s. 
If there exist two n-tree equivalent variables, u and w, such that 1u <w u, then we say 
that IL’ is a M,itnes.s of u. The leaves of the n-tree of u will be deemed blocked. Fig. 3 
illustrates the relationship between the witness and the blocked variables. 
wetness of v 
x f blocked variable 
Fig. 3. A variable .Y is blocked if it is the leaf of an ~tree rooted at II, and ~1 ha5 a witness II. h is an isomorphism 
from the n-tree of u to the n-tree of W. In a canonical interpretation, we will have an implicif tuple (x. t), where 
t is a successor of /z(x). 
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Definition 3.3 (Witness). A variable w is a witness of a variable II if 
0 W is DQ-tree eqUiVaknt to u, 
l u is not in the DQ-tree of w, and 
. there is no other variable :, such that z x1/~ w, and ;: satisfies the first two conditions. 
Definition 3.4. A variable x is said to be blocked if it is a leaf of a DQ-tree whose root is 
II. and u has a witness. 
In order for the algorithm to detect correctly the blocked variables, the propagation rules 
are applied according to the following strategy: 
l Apply a rule to a variable only if no rule is applicable to an individual. 
l Apply a rule to a variable x only if there is no rule applicable to a variable J’. such 
that y X~/VX. 
l Apply a generating rule only if a non-generating rule cannot be applied. 
As in [ 111, a variable can be deemed blocked O&J after the strategy above permits to 
apply to it a generating rule, and every variable is blocked by a single witness. It should be 
noted that once a generating rule has been applied to a variable u in a constraint system S, 
the value of o(S’, u) will be the same as 0 (S, u) in any constraint system resulting from 
applying propagation rules to S (Lemma 3.2 in [I 11). A constraint system is said to be a 
completion when no propagation rule applies to it. 
3.1.3. Building the canonical interpretation 
Given a completion S, we define its canonical interpretation 1s as follows: 
(1) 0’” := (s 1 s is an object in S}. 
(2) U’S(S) := s. 
(3) For a primitive concept A, s E AzS if and only ifs : A E S. 
(4) (s, t) E R’S if and only if 
(a) sRt E S,or 
(b) s is blocked, u is the root of the Da-tree of which s is a leaf, w is the witness 
of II, @ is an isomorphism between the DQ-trees rooted with u and UI, and 
@(s )Rt E S (in this case, s would correspond to x in Fig. 3). 
The extensions of the complex concepts are computed using the equations in Section 2.1. 
The following lemma is proved in exactly the same way as in [ 111 (Theorem 3.6), by noting 
that if s is a blocked variable in a constraint system S. then CT (S. s) = 0 (S. e(s)). 
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a clash-free completion qf Sp, und let I.5 be its canonical 
interpretation. Then, 1s is a model of S. 
We can therefore refer to the canonical interpretation of a clash-free completion as 
its canonical model. We distinguish two kinds of binary tuples in the extensions of the 
relations in the canonical model. The tuples that are added because of the second clause 
(i.e., because of s being blocked) are called implicit tuples, and the others are called e,xplicit 
tuples. Implicit tuples are put only in the canonical model, and would not necessarily 
appear in every model of S. 
witness of v5 
a-__..+vl -v2 vLvLvLvLv7- 
3 -tree <_____________+ isomorphic 3-tree <__-__________* 
Fig. 1. The application of the propagation rules with our termination condition to Example 3.1. In this example, 
we consider Qrees. The 3-tree of “5 is isomorphic to the 3-tree of ut Therefore, the variable ug (which is a leaf 
of the 3-tree of ~‘5) ia blocked. In the canonical interpretation we have the implicit tuple (ug. 05). 
3.1.4. Checking the canonical interpretations 
The algorithm returns that ,6 U ‘T t= Q if and only if Q is satisfied in the canonical 
interpretations of all the clash-free completions of SH. 
Example 3.2. Continuing our example, with the query 3x1. x2. x~R(x~, XI) A R(x3, XI) A 
R(x2, x3). Using our definition of blocked variables, the propagation rules would also 
generate the variables ~3, . ug using the same sequence of rule applications that applied 
to lit and v2 (see Fig. 4). The variable ut is then recognized as the witness of vs. The 
variable us would be deemed blocked, because it is the leaf of a 3-tree rooted in ~5, 
and the 3-trees rooted in ul and us are isomorphic. Therefore, the canonical model of 
the completion would have the implicit tuple (us, us) in R’S (because @(us) = VJ and 
EJRU~ E S). The query Q is not satisfied in the canonical interpretation, and therefore is 
not entailed by 12 U 82. 
Allowing variables in fi 
Recall that so far we have assumed that /I does not contain any variables, and hence, 
when we create SD from B we make use of the unique names assumption. Therefore SD 
only represents those models of /I in which each constant is mapped to a distinct object in 
the interpretation. When p contains variables, p may have models in which two variables 
are mapped to the same object in the domain. To check entailment in this case we need to 
apply the algorithm to any homomorphism h on B. A homomorphism h maps the variables 
of ,8 to variables or constants appearing in ,8. If Q is entailed from S~(BJ U 7 for any 
homomorphism h, then Q is entailed from Sp U 7. 
In this section we prove the correctness of the existential entailment algorithm and 
discuss its complexity. The structure of the proof is as follows. Theorem 3.3 establishes the 
basic property of our termination condition and of the resulting completions. It shows that 
to check that a formula is entailed from a completion, it suffices to check that the formula 
is satisfied in the canonical interpretation of the completion. Next, we show that a formula 
is entailed from /I U 7 if and only if it is entailed from all the clash-free completions of SD. 
Finally, we show that the application of the propagation rules terminates. For clarity, the 
more tedious proofs are postponed to the appendix. 
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Theorem 3.3. Let S be a clash-free completion of Sp, mnd let IS be its canonical model. 
If 1s I= Q, then S I= Q. 
Proof. Since Is + Q, and Q = Qt v t . v Qn, one of the Qi ‘s must be satisfied in Is. We 
can assume without loss of generality that it is Q 1. Suppose Q 1 is of the form 
(~X)l,(X,)A..‘Al,(X,). 
Given a variable x in Q t , we define its connected component V, as the minimal set of 
variables that satisfy the following conditions: 
0 x E v, ; 
l if y and z appear in the same role atom in Q 1, and : E V,, then v E V, . 
We denote by L, the set of literals in Qt that include variables in V,. Since Qt is 
satisfied in IS, there must be a mapping a0 from the variables of Q 1 to 0’s) such that for 
everyi, I <i Z<m,o()(Xi)EIfS. 
Our proof proceeds in two steps: 
( 1) First we show that we can modify aa to a mapping CI, such that (T (Xi) E I,!“, and 
a(Xi) is an explicit tuple in IF, for every i, 1 < i 6 m. Recall that the explicit 
tuples are the ones that must be in the canonical interpretation (given the mapping 
of the objects, &) in order for the canonical interpretation to be a model. while the 
choice of the implicit tuples is, to some extent, arbitrary. 
(2) In the second step, we use the mapping CI to show that Qt will be satisfied in ever?: 
model of S. 
Step 1. If au makes use of implicit tuples in IS, then there must be some variables x in 
Qt such that so(x) is a blocked variable in S. For each such variable x, let us consider 
each connected component V, of x in Qt. We first note the following properties. 
(1) There is no vuriable z E V,Y, such that au(z) is an individual in S. 
If this were not true, it would entail that there is a chain of direct-successor arcs of 
length at most DQ - 1 from an individual in S to a blocked variable in S. Such a 
chain cannot exist because every blocked variable is the leaf of a De-tree whose 
root is a variable in S. 
(2) Let G., be the graph whose nodes are variables of v,, and which contains an arc 
from v to ;. if there is an atom R(v, z) in L,. Let ao(G,) denote the image of G,Y 
under the mapping ao: 
There is no cycle in 00 (G,) and therefore there is no cycle in G, . 
Since all variables in V, are mapped by an to variables in S, the only way that there 
can be a cycle in ao(G,\) is if it were caused by an implicit tuple in IS. By definition, 
an implicit link goes from a blocked variable s to a variable t such that 
l s is a leaf of a DQ whose root is U, 
l I! has a witness w, and 
l the predecessor of t is a leaf in the DQ-tree rooted in w. 
Since Definition 3.4 requires that a variable u not be in the DQ tree of its witness, 
it follows that the distance between t and s is at least the distance between s and u. 
Hence, the distance between s and t is at least DQ, and therefore, since ao(G.,) and 
G., have at most DQ edges, they cannot contain a cycle (see Fig. 3). 
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Let XI, . . , xk be a topological ordering on the variables of GX, (which is well defined 
because G, is acyclic). We consider a sequence of variable mappings from G, to OHS, 
au. err, , Ok. For every mapping we show that: 
l Di is a satisfaction mapping for Qr , i.e., for every j, 1 < j 6 m, cq (pj) E 1?, and 
l the only possible implicit tuples in Di (G,) emanate from the ai (Xi), . . . , Oi (xk). 
The desired mapping c is simply defined to be Ok. Note that for (TO, the properties hold 
trivially. We show how to construct ai+ 1 from 0;. 
Let 4’ be lowest variable in the topological ordering of G,, such that ai (.Y) is blocked in 
S. We denote by JJ the set of variables that are the leaves of the same DQ-tree of which v 
is a leaf. We can distinguish three sets of links in oi (G,): 
(Al) links emanating from ancestors of variables in JJ, 
(A2) links emanating from variables in y, and 
(A3) links between descendents of variables in Y. 
Let u be the root of the DQ-tree whose leaf is v, and let @ be the isomorphism between 
u and its witness. We define Ui+t as follows: 
(Bl) for a variable z that is either in y or is an ancestor of a variable in y, ai+t (z) = 
$ccri (Z))T 
(B2) for the other variables ci+t is identical to a;. 
First, we show that oi+l is a satisfaction mapping for Qt. Consider two cases for a 
conjunct lj (Fj) of Q 1: 
l if I,; is a concept, then in case (Bl), since $ conserves concept equivalence, it 
guarantees that ai E 1:” if and only if ai+] (Yj) E 1;. In (B2) the claim holds 
trivially, 
l if I,, is a role atom, then case (A3) is trivial since oi+t does not affect the descendents 
of variables in Y. Case (Al) follows from the definition of n-tree equivalence. 
Case (A2) is the one in which a;(yj) is an implicit tuple in Is of the form (s, t), 
where (9(s), t) is an explicit tuple in IS. By the construction of gii+t it follows that 
ai+r (Pj) is (q(s), t), and therefore the claim follows. 
Finally, note that for any variable z, in Y or that is an ancestor of a variable in Y, the 
tuples of the form (oi+t (z), r) are explicit tuples in Is. Hence, by a simple induction on 
i it can be shown that the only possible implicit tuples in oi+r (G,) emanate from the 
oi+l (X;+I), . - ai+l (xk). 
Step 2. Let I be a model of S. To complete the proof we need to show that I b Qr To 
do that, we need to find a mapping 4 from the variables of Qt to the domain of I, such 
that @(Xi) E 1: for every i, 1 < i 6 m. 
Since I is a model of S, it means that there exists a mapping a! from the objects 
of S to the domain of I such that if u : C E S, then U’ (u) E C’ , and if s Rt E S, then 
(a’ (s). a!’ (t)) E R’ Let the mapping 4 be defined by 4 (x) = cz’ (n(x)). We show that for 
everyi, 1 <i <m,4(Xi)EI!.Therearetwocases: 
l The literal li(Xi) is unary, i.e., of the form C(x). In this case, a(x) E C’s, Recall that 
s : C E S or s : -C E S for any concept C appearing in Q, and therefore, it must 
be the case that c(x) : C E S. Therefore, since I is a model of S, it follows that 
a’(a(x)) E 1;. 
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l The second case is when the literal l;(xi) is of the form R(x, y). In this case, 
(a(x), a(y)) is an explicit tuple of the canonical model Is, which means that 
a(.~)Ra(y) E S, and therefore, (a’(a(~)), a’(~(?))) E R’. 0 
The next step in proving the correctness of our algorithm is to show that the union of 
the clash-free completions of Sp is equivalent to Sp. This is formalized by the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. Let S be a constraint system, and let S be the set of all possible constraint 
systems obtainable from S using a propagation rule r (if r is a deterministic propagation 
rule. then S is u singleton set). Then, S /= Q if and only (fi ,for all S’ E S, S’ + Q. 
The proof of the lemma appears in the appendix. The following corollary shows 
that entailment of Q can be checked by verifying entailment in each of the clash-free 
completions of Sp The corollary follows by iteratively applying Lemma 3.4. 
Corollary 3.5. Let S be a constraint system, and let S be the set qf all its clash-free 
completions. Then, S + Q if and only iffor ever?, S’ E S, S’ + Q. 
The following lemma shows that our algorithm always terminates. 
Lemma 3.6. Given the constraint system Sg, the application of the propagation rules will 
terminate. 
Proof. The number of times that a propagation rule can be applied to an object in 
a constraint system is bounded by the size of the terminology. Each application of a 
propagation rule adds a number of successor variables which is also bounded by the size 
of the terminology (specifically, the largest number appearing in the number restrictions). 
Therefore, in order to show that the algorithm terminates, it suffices to show that there is a 
bound on the depth of the variables in a constraint system. 
To bound the depth, we show that there is a finite number N of non-isomorphic 
DC, -trees. Hence, the depth of a variable in a constraint system is bounded by (N + 1) DQ. 
To see why, suppose there would be a variable u of depth (N + 1)Dp with a successor 
UJ. The variable u would be a leaf of a sequence of N + 1 non-overlapping DQ-trees. 
Therefore, there would definitely be two of them that are DQ-tree equivalent, and therefore, 
either v or one of its ancestors would be blocked, and Eli would not be generated. We now 
derive a bound on the value of N. We use the following notation: 
l B denotes the size of Sb, i.e., the sum of the sizes of the constraints in SD. 
l Cp denotes the set concept descriptions that appear in either in Sp or as subdescrip- 
tions of concept descriptions in Sp , and C denotes the cardinality of the set Cb. Note 
that C is linear in the size of Sp. 
l r denotes the number of different role names in CD, and r,,, denotes the maximal 
number appearing in the number restrictions in Sg (and is 1 if there are no number 
restrictions or if only 0 appears in Sp). 
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We derive a (generous) upper bound on the maximal number of non-isomorphic n-trees, 
denoted by qn. The value of N is q&. 
For II = 0, the number of different n-trees is at most 2”, corresponding to the different 
possible values for the function n (S. v). 
Consider the number of possible n-trees for 12 > 0. The root u of such a tree has at 
most 2’ different possible values for the cr(S, u). Consider a single role R. The root u 
can have at most Crmax direct successors of R. This is because the number of times a 
generating rule can be applied to u is at most C and each application can add at most rmax 
successors. Each successor can be the root of an (n - 1)-tree. Hence, there are O(2cq~_l) 
non-isomorphic subtrees in the case when u has exactly m direct successors of R and no 
other direct successors. 
Since there are (Crmax) + 1 possibl e choices for the number of direct successors of R 
for u, and each choice is bounded by Crmax, then, if we consider a single role, there are 
0(2CCr,,,q~~“;““) non-isomorphic n-trees rooted at u. 
Finally, since we can repeat the above process for every role R in Sb, and there are r 
roles, we obtain 
q, = 0(2C(Cr,,,q~~;‘““)‘). 
To simplify notation, let x = 2c(Cr,,,)r and a = rCrw,, The equation can be rewritten 
as: 
9, = qx(4n-lY). 
Unfolding the equation yields: 
qt1 = 0 c (x l+-n+-+o*-‘)(qO)a~) = o((*2c)““). 
Returning to our original notation, we obtain 
qn = o(22c(cI.,,,,,)r)(1crmbi)“. u 
The following theorem establishes the correctness of our algorithm 
Theorem 3.7. ‘TU @ + Q holds if and only if Q is satisjied in the canonical interpretation 
of every clash-free completion of S,. 
Proof. Only if: suppose S is a clash-free completion of Sb and in the canonical 
interpretation Is of S, IS k Q. Since, by Lemma 3.2, Is is a model of S, it follows that 
S k Q Therefore, by Corollary 3.5 and Observation 3.1, fi U ‘T !# Q 
v: let S be the set of clash-free completions of Sp, and suppose that for every S E S, 
the canonical interpretation IS of S satisfies Q. By Theorem 3.3 it follows that S + Q for 
every S E S. By Corollary 3.5 it follows that Sp b Q, and therefore, by Observation 3.1, 
it follows that B U 7 /= Q. 0 
3.2.1. Complexity 
The proof of Lemma 3.6 shows that the number of non-isomorphic DQ-trees is at most 
doubly exponential in the size of j3 U 7. The number of variables in a DQ-tree is also at 
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most doubly exponential in the size of fi U 7. because the depth of the tree is DQ and 
the branching factor of the tree is possibly exponential in the size of B U 7 (note that the 
branching factor is exponential because we are assuming that the numbers in the number 
restrictions are encoded in binary form). 
In the worst case, a constraint system will contain an n-tree for every n-tree equivalence 
class and for each such tree, all the leaves will have n-trees as well. Hence, the maximal 
number of objects in a completion of SD is at most doubly exponential in the size of/l U 7. 
Checking that the sentence Q is satisfied in a canonical interpretation takes time at most 
exponential in the size of Q, and polynomial in the size of the canonical interpretation (this 
is the time needed to evaluate a conjunctive query over a database). 
In a similar way to what was shown in [ 111, it can be shown that the time to construct a 
completion is doubly exponential in the size of /3 U 7. Consequently, the time complexity 
of checking that B U 7 k Q is non-deterministic doubly exponential in the size of B U 7, 
and triply exponential in the size of B U 7 U Q. 
It is important to emphasize that the source of one exponent in the complexity analysis 
is the fact that the numbers appearing in the number restrictions in B U 7 are encoded 
in binary form. If we assume a unary encoding of numbers, or if we assume that the 
magnitude the numbers is bounded by the size of ,d U 7 (which is very likely if /3 are 
the ground atomic facts in the knowledge base, as we see in the next section), then the 
time-complexity of determining fi U 7 F Q is non-deterministic exponential time. The 
time complexity of the existential entailment problem in this case is deterministic doubly 
exponential time (the entailment problem requires checking all completions, and there are a 
doubly exponential number of completions). The complement of the existential entailment 
problem we consider is at least as hard as the KB-satisfiability problem considered in [ 111. 
The algorithm given there has a time complexity of non-deterministic exponential time, 
though they assume that numbers are encoded in binary form. 
It should be noted that it is not always necessary to apply the existential entailment 
algorithm based on Da-tree equivalence of variables. In fact, the only problem that the 
canonical interpretation Is can introduce is to contain a cycle that does not exist in every 
model of S. We can view each Q; as a graph, where the nodes are the variables of Q; 
and there is an arc from x to y if there is a literal of the form R(x. y) in Qi. We can 
consider NQ; to be the length of the longest path (without node repetition) that exists in Q; 
The existential entailment algorithm can be applied using the N-tree equivalence relation, 
where N is the maximal NQ! for Qi E Q. 6 Finally, we note that we have provided only a 
worst-case complexity analysis, and the issue of optimization is beyond the scope of this 
paper. 
4. Uses of the existential entailment algorithm 
The existential entailment algorithm is a key tool for reasoning in CARIN. In this section 
we describe two important uses of existential entailment. First, in Section 4.1 we show that 
the existential entailment algorithm provides the basis for a sound and complete reasoning 
‘We thank Werner Nutt for pointing out this optimization to us 
algorithm for non-recursive CARIN-AACCNR knowledge bases. In Section 4.2 we show 
that the existential entailment algorithm also provides a sound and complete algorithm for 
query containment over ACCNR. 
4.1. Soundand complete reasoning for non-recursive CARIN-ACCNR 
When Horn rules are not recursive, they are equivalent to a union of conjunctive queries. 
Given this equivalence, we can develop a sound and complete inference procedure for non- 
recursive CARIN-ALCNR based on the existential entailment algorithm. In this section 
we describe our algorithm in detail. It should be noted that the algorithm does not actually 
unfold the rules for performing reasoning. 
Rule unfolding. Given a set of Horn rules, we can iteratively unfold them. In an unfolding 
step of a rule r we consider a conjunct in the antecedent of the form p(x), and a rule rl 
whose consequent is of the form p(Y). We consider the most general unifier H of p(x) 
and p(f), i.e., O(p(f)) = O(p(%)). The result of the unfolding step is the rule in which 
the antecedent is B(ant(rl)) U@(ant(r)) \ @(p(X)), where ant(r) denotes the antecedent of 
a rule r. The consequent of the rule is B(h), where h is the consequent of r. Note that if a 
variable II appears in the antecedent of rI and not in its head, then 0 will map it to a fresh 
variable that appears nowhere else. When the Horn rules are not recursive, the process of 
unfolding will terminate. 
Example 4.1. If we have the rules: 
rl : p(X) A p(Y) * r(X,Y) 
rz : e(X,Y) A d(Y) =% p(X) 
then one step of unfolding r] can result in the rule 
r’ : e(X,Z) A d(Z) A p(Y) =+ r(X,Y) 
Given the Horn rules in a CARIN-ACCNR knowledge base A, we denote by U(A) the 
maximal size (i.e., number of conjuncts) of a rule that can be obtained by unfolding rules 
in A. Note that U(A) may be exponential in the depth 7 of rules in A. Note that the rules 
do not actually have to be unfolded in order to determine U(A). 
Given a knowledge base A and a query p(a), the algorithm for reasoning in non- 
recursive CARIN-AACCNR proceeds in two steps: 
( 1) We let /I be the set of ground facts in A of role and concept predicates, /3,. be 
the set of ground facts of ordinary predicates in A, and A, be the set of Horn 
rules in A. We apply the propagation rules to SD with U (A)-tree equivalence as 
the termination condition. Note that Sp contains Vx.x : C u -C for every concept 
predicate appearing in the rules. 
’ The depth of a set of rules is the maximal derivation depth of the literals appearing in the rules. Let q(x) 
a literal: if q is a base predicate, depth(q()o) = 0; if q is not a base predicate, it appear\ as a consequent 
of some rules, let p1 (xl ), , pIIC%,,) the literals appearing in the antecedent of those rule\: depth(q(%)) = 
I +Max(dup~h(pt(X~)), .rlrpth(p~(~,,))). 
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procedure horn-evaluate( A, 1s) 
/* A is a CARIN-ACCNR KB, and 1s is a canonical interpretation of a completion of Sp. */ 
/* The procedure computes e’s for the ordinary predicates F E A. a/ 
Extend the domain O’S to include all the constants that appear in A 
for every ordinary predicate e E A, e’s = (c7 1 e(6) E /Jr). 
while new tuples are being added to the extensions do: 
LetrbeaHomruleinA,oftheform/,(X,)r\..,AI,(X;,)jy(X). 
Let $ be a mapping from the variables of r to O’S, 
if the following holds for i, 1 < i < m, then add I/J(%) to q’s: 
if li is an ordinary predicate and +(x;) E IF, or 
if li is a role predicate R, such that R = PI fl fl pk and $ (2;) E PF for 1 < j < k, or 
if I; is a concept predicate and @(Xi) E I,!“. 
return the extensions of the ordinary predicates of A. 
end. 
Fig. 5. An algorithm for bottom-up evaluation of Horn rules in a given completion 
(2) In each completion S, we compute extensions of the ordinary predicates by 
evaluating the Horn rules of A using a traditional Horn rule reasoning algorithm. 
We pay special attention to how we perform lookups. If we are performing a lookup 
for a fact of the form C(u) where C is a concept description (i.e., trying to determine 
whether S b C(a)), we check whether u’s E C’S . Lookups for role atoms are done 
similarly. Lookups for atoms of ordinary predicates are done from /3,. A bottom-up 
procedure for evaluating the Horn rules is shdwn in Fig. 5. 
A query of the form p(Z) is entailed by A if and only if a is in the extension of p for 
every clash-free completion S. Formally, our algorithm entails the following result: 
Theorem4.1. Let A be u CARIN-ACCNR knowledge base whose Horn rules ure not 
recursive. Let p(Z) be a ground atomic que13; where p is either a concept, role or ordinary 
predicate. The problem of determining whether A k p(2) is decidable. 
The complexity of the decision procedure is the same as the complexity of the existential 
entailment algorithm because the evaluation of the Horn rules in each completion takes 
time that is polynomial in the size of the completion. It is interesting to note that complexity 
of the entailment algorithm is in co-NP, as a function of the number of ground facts in A. 
This follows because the size of each completion is linear in the number of ground facts 
in A, and checking whether q(Z) is entailed by a canonical model can be done in time 
polynomial in the size of the completion. 
Proof. Given a clash-free completion S, and its canonical interpretation Is, the process of 
computing the extension of the ordinary predicates effectively computes an interpretation 
for A. We denote this interpretation by Zi. It is easy to see that since IS is a model of 
B U 7, then ‘2 is a model of all of A. 
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We first prove the completeness of the algorithm. Suppose there exists a clash-free 
completion S of S, such that in the evaluation of the Horn rules, we do not compute a 
is not in the extension of p in Zj. Since Zi is a model of A, it follows that A k p(i). 
The soundness of our algorithm is a consequence of the following three claims: 
(1) The existential entailment algorithm described in Section 3 can be extended trivially 
to the case in which p is a set of ground facts, and both Q and /!I may contain ground 
facts of ordinary predicates (of any arity). Note that such ground facts do not play 
any role in the propagation phase. Hence, since the termination condition of the 
propagation phase of our algorithm was based on U(A)-tree equivalence, it follows 
that if Is is a canonical interpretation, then Is U/l,. can be used for correctly checking 
satisfaction of existential sentences with U(A) atoms or less, even if they contain 
atoms of ordinary predicates. 
(2) In a similar fashion to the proof of Lemma 3.4 and using Observation 3.1, it can be 
shown that for a ground fact p(Z), 
A b p(2) e A,. U S /= p(i) for every clash-free completion S of Sb 
(3 ;) Finally, we need to show that our procedure for computing the extensions of the 
ordinary predicates from a canonical interpretation Z.s and j3,. has the property that 
a is in the extension of p if and only if S U A, /= p(Z). 
Suppose that we derived that a is in the extension of p from Is U ,5,.. In this case, 
p(Z) has a derivation tree d. A derivation tree has p(Z) as its root, and its child 
YO is the instantiation of a rule in r E A, that was used in the final step of deriving 
p(Z). The children of ru are the atoms in its antecedent, and their children are the 
rules used to derive them, etc. The leaves of the tree are either ground atomic facts 
of ordinary predicates in A,, or concept or role atoms that were looked up in Is. 
The number of leaves in the tree is at most U(A). Given the tree, it is possible to 
construct one rule rl with the following properties: 
(Dl) rt is the result of unfolding rules in A,, and hence A,. /= ~1, 
(D2) there is a mapping t from the variables of rt to the constants in A, such that 
r maps the consequent of rl to p(a), and the atoms in the antecedent of t-1 to 
facts in Is U /Jr, 
(D3) the number of atoms in the antecedent of r-1 is at most U(A). 
Because of (D2), the existential entailment algorithm would entail the antecedent of 
t-1 from Is U Br. Because of (D3), it follows that the antecedent of t-1 is entailed by 
S U ,&. Hence, because of (D l), it follows that A, U S U /$ /= p(Z). 0 
Remark 4.2. An important consequence of Theorem 4.1 is that we obtain the first 
algorithm for answering arbitrary conjunctive queries (with existentially quantified 
variables) from an ALCMR knowledge base. In contrast, previous algorithms only 
considered answering membership and subsumption queries. We note that conjunctive 
queries are the basis underlying database query languages such as SQL. 
Example 4.2. We illustrate the algorithm on the rules and ground facts given in Section 2. 
Note that in this case the predicates made-by and monopoly are ordinary predicates. 
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YI : made-by(X,Y) A no-fellow-company(Y) + price(X,usa,high) 
r2 : made-by(X,Y) A associate(Y,Z) A american(Z) A monopoly(Y,X,usa) + 
price(X,usa,high). 
AZ : {made-by(a,b),monopoly(b,a,usa), international-company(b)]. 
Recall that the terminology contains the definition: 
no-fellow-company := Vassociate.- american 
international-company := european-associate u american-associate. 
Fig. 6 shows the trace of the application of propagation rules to the initial constraint 
system. The constraints in each node are the ones that are added to the parent constraint 
system as a result of applying the propagation rule. For clarity, we only show the 
constraints that are important for our explanation. The first constraint in node I comes 
from the ground fact international-company(b), and the second constraint comes from 
the instantiation of rule 7 to the concept no-fellow-company u -no-fellow-company. In 
applying the propagation rules, the disjunction rule (rule 2) is first applied to b and the top 
disjunction in node 1, yielding nodes 2 and 3. In node 2 the disjunction rule is applied again 
to b the second disjunction in node 1. In node 4 we apply the existential rule to produce v2 
and then the universal-quantification rule to assert v2:-american. In node 5 we apply the 
existential rule twice, once to produce v3 and once for v4. 
Now we compute the extensions of the ordinary predicates in the different completions. 
In this case PI- contains the facts made-by(a,b) and monopoly(b,a,usa). In node 7, no- 
fellow-company(b) is satisfied and therefore price(a,usa,high) is derivable by rule rt In the 
completions of nodes 8 and 6 b has an American associate, and therefore price(a,usa,high) 
is derivable by rule ~2. 
1 
b:(3associate.americanu3associate.european) 
b:(Vassociate.lamericanU3associate.american) 
2 /----%-1 3 
1 b:Elassociate.european) 
4 5 
b:V associate.Tamerican b:!lassociate.american 
7 -%i,+v 8 --+3,+3 
b associate v2 b associate v3 
v2:european v3:european 
v2:yamerican b associate v4 
v4:american 
Fig. 6. The trace of the application of propagation rules to the initial constraint system 
4.2. Quer?; contuinment vver ACCNR 
The second important usage of the existential entailment algorithm is to provide the 
first sound and complete algorithm for containment of conjunctive queries over ACCJVR. 
In database systems, algorithms for query containment play an important role in several 
query optimization techniques [32] and related problems (e.g., rewriting queries using 
views [21], semantic query optimization [10,27], detecting independence of queries from 
updates [26]). Therefore, extending these algorithms for conjunctive queries over descrip- 
tion logics enables to extend optimization techniques to a setting involving description log- 
its. In particular, Beeri et al. [6] use our query containment algorithm to extend algorithms 
for rewriting queries using views to views and queries expressed in description logics. 
Formally, a conjunctive query over an d,CCNR terminology 7 is an expression of the 
form 
(3 Y)PI(Y,)A...AP,,(Y,,,). 
where the pi’s are either concepts or role predicates that appear in ‘7. The tuples 
Y, r 1, . . , r, are tuples of variables and constants, and ? c rl U . U pm. The 
distinguished variables x = XI, . , X, of a conjunctive query are the variables that do 
not appear in ?. Given a set of ground atomic facts, G, for concept and role predicates, the 
answer to the conjunctive query from G U 7 is any tuple of the form a I, , u,, such that 
GU~~(~Y)P,(~C~(YI))A...A~,(~(Y,)), 
where I/J maps Xi to a,. 
Definition 4.1. Let Q 1 and Q2 be two conjunctive queries over an ACCNR terminology 
7 with the same number of distinguished variables. The query Qt is contained in Q2 if, 
for any set of ground facts G for the concept and role predicates in 7, the set of answers 
for Q 1 from G U ?- is a subset of the answers for Q2 from G U 7. 
The following theorem follows from the existential entailment algorithm by noting that 
7 U Ql + Q2 if and only if Qt is contained Q2. 
Theorem 4.3. Let Ql and (22 be two conjunctive queries over an ACCNR terminology 
I, with the sume number of distinguished variables. The problem qf determining whether 
Q 1 is contained in Q2 is decidable. 
Using existential entailment jtir recursive CARIN-dCCNR. As noted by Biirckert, ’ the 
existential entailment algorithm can be combined with constrained SLD-resolution [ 121 to 
provide a goal directed backward chaining algorithm on arbitrary (even recursive) CARIN- 
AENR Horn rules. This procedure will yield a refutation complete procedure for CARIN- 
dACCNR knowledge bases. That is, given a knowledge base A and a query p(a), the 
algorithm will terminate if A U -p(U) is not satisfiable, but may not terminate otherwise. 
In the next sections we consider the problem of obtaining a complete reasoning algorithm 
for recursive CARIN knowledge bases. 
’ Personal communication 
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5. Recursive C:ARIN-ACCNR 
In the previous section we showed that the reasoning problem is decidable for non- 
recursive CARIN knowledge bases. We now consider what happens when the Horn rules are 
recursive. Recall that the reasoning problem for recursive function-free Horn rules without 
a terminology (i.e., datalog) is decidable [35] (and is even polynomial in the number of 
ground facts in the knowledge base). 
We first show that the reasoning problem is undecidable for recursive CARIN-ALCNR 
knowledge bases. In fact, we show that the reasoning problem becomes undecidable simply 
by introducing either the constructor VR.C or the constructor (< II R). This result is 
interesting because these two constructors are generally considered to be at the core of 
most description logics. 
In the next section we show that without these constructors we obtain a sublanguage 
of CARIN-ACCNR (called CARIN-MARC) for which the reasoning problem is decidable 
even when the Horn rules are recursive, as long as the terminology contains only concept 
definitions and they are acyclic. In Section 7 we describe another way of restricting the 
Horn rules (without restricting the description logic) such that the reasoning problem 
remains decidable. 
The following theorem shows that if the description logic contains either the constructor 
V R.C or (< n R). then the reasoning problem is undecidable. 
Theorem 5.1. The problem of determining bvhether A I= p(Z) is undecidable, bvhen A 
is u CARIN-C knowledge base with recursive,function-jl-ee Horn rules, A bus L~FZ acyclic 
terminological component hat contains only concept d@itions, and C is either 
(I ) the description logic that includes only the constructor V R.C, or 
(2) the description logic that includes only the constructor (< n R). 
The following theorem shows that introducing arbitrary (possibly cyclic) inclusion 
statements also causes the reasoning problem to be undecidable. 
Theorem 5.2. The problem of determining whether A b p(6) is undecidable, when A is 
a CARIN-C knowledge base with recursive ,finction-free Horn rules, the terminological 
component of A allows arbitruty inclusion statements and C includes either only the 
constructor 3 R.C or only the constructor (3 n R). 
The proofs of both theorems, given in the appendix, are obtained by encoding the 
execution of a Turing machine as a knowledge base of the form allowed in the theorems. 
Hence, we obtain a reduction from the halting problem IO our decision problem. 
6. Decidable subset of recursive CARIN-ACCNR 
We now show that in the language resulting from removing the constructors VR.C 
and (< n R) and not allowing terminological cycles the reasoning problem is decidable. 
Specifically, we consider the language CARIN-MARC that includes the constructors n, 
u, (3 II K), 3 R.C and negation on primitive concepts.’ Furthermore, CARIN-MARC 
allows only concept definitions in the te~i~ological component (i.e., no inclusions or role 
d~finitions~, and they must be acyclic. In what follows we describe a sound and complete 
inference procedure for CARIN-MARC. Our algorithm proceeds in two steps: 
(1) 
(2) 
We first apply a set of propagation rules-to an initial constraint system obtained from 
the knowledge base. The propagation rules we use are a variation on those used in 
Section 3. As before, the union of the completions will be equivalent to the original 
knowledge base. 
Next, we evaluate the (possibly recursive) Horn rules in every completion. We show 
that a fact p(a) is entailed by the knowledge base if and only if it is entailed in 
each of the completions that we construct. In the evaluation of the Horn rules we 
use a special procedure to check entailment of a ground atom of a concept or role 
predicate. 
6. I. The inference algorithm 
6.1.1. Building the initial constraint system 
Throughout the algorithm, we assume that all the concept definitions in A are unfolded. 
Given a knowledge base A whose te~inology is 7, the algorithm begins by constructing 
an initial constraint system SA as follows. If C(a) is a ground fact in A, where C is defined 
in Al by C := D, we add UI : D to Sn (if C does not have a definition in &-, then we 
simply add cl : C to SA). If /?(a, b) E A, then we add a Rb to 5’~. Finally, for every pair of 
constants (a, b) in A we add the constraint a s;l b to SA. 
61.2. Pr~pagut~~~n phase 
The propagation rules we apply are shown in Fig. 7. Rules 1 and 2 are the same as 
those shown in Section 3. Rule 3 is similar to rule 4 in Section 3, except that it does not 
necessarily create a new variable in the constraint system. It non-deterministically chooses 
either one of the existing successors of s, or adds a new successor. Rule 4, which is a variant 
of rule 5 in Section 3, adds to s only the mii~imai number of R-successors needed in order 
to satisfy the 3 constraint (as opposed to the rule in Section 3 that adds n I2-successors 
even when s already has R-successors). Rule 5 is the choose rule that enforces every object 
to be an instance of a primitive concept or of its negation. 
A constraint system is said to have a clash if it contains both s : A and s : -A. As before, 
a constraint system is considered to be a compktion when no propagation rule can be. 
applied to it. We apply the rules using the same strategy as before. 
Remark 6.1. One may ask at this point why we needed to design a new set of rules rather 
than simply taking the subset of the rules used in Section 3 for the constructors we kept 
in CARIN-MARC. The reason is that in Section 3, when rules 4 and 5 (i.e., --+2 and --+EI) 
create a30 many successors for an object, then the application of the rule --f g would ensure 
(by equating some of the successors) that there is no clash-free completion in which the 6 
’ Note that allowing arbitrary negation would allow us to express the constructors VR.C and (< n R) 
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I.S-+~,(.s:C~,s:C2)US 
if 1. s : Cl n C2 is in S, 
2. s : Cl and s : C2 are not both in S. 
2. S ‘,J (5 : D] u s 
if 1. s : Cl U C2 is in S, 
2. neither s : Ci nor s : C2 are in S, and 
3. D = Cl or D = C2. 
~.S~~(.SR~.~:CC)U(~~~~~E~R}US 
I s : 3 R.C is in S. 
2. there is no t such that t is an R-successor of s in S and t : C is in S. 
3. ?; is a new variable or one of the existing R-successors of s in S, and 
4. SR is succ(s. R) \ y. 
4. S + 3 (~Rgl.. . sR~,,,) U (4‘; $ _Vj 1 1 <i. j < ~0, i # j) 
u (y; $x 1 x E Succ(s, R), I < i < no) U S 
if I. s : (3 n R) is in S, 
2. s has exactly m R-successors in S, and n = in + no, 
3. ~1,. , yno are new variables, and 
4. there is no I > n, such that s : (3 I R) is in S. 
5. S+_ (.r: D)US 
if 1. A is a primitive concept and both s : A and s : -A are not in S. 
2. D = A or D = --A. 
Fig. 7. Propagation rules for recursive CARIN-MARC. Succ(s. R) denotes the set of R-successors ofs 
number-restriction is violated. However, since we do not have the + c rule (since CARIN- 
MARC does not have the < constructor), we need to modify the generating rules to ensure 
that only the minimal number of new objects is created. 
It should be noted that rules 3 and 4 of this section could be used in Section 3. However, 
since rule 3 is both non deterministic and a generating rule. it will often lead to a larger 
number of completions. 
Finally, another important property of the propagation rules in this section is the 
following. When a successor variable II is generated in a constraint system, it is guaranteed 
that the size of the constraints on u are smaller than the size of the constraints on the 
predecessor. Therefore, the application of the propagation rules is guaranteed to terminate 
without the need for an explicit termination condition. As a result, the construction of the 
canonical interpretations will also be simpler (we will not need any implicit links, because 
we do not have blocked variables). 
Example 6.1. Consider the knowledge base A 1 containing the following terminology: 
american-associate := 3associate.american 
foreign-associate := 3associate.-american 
allied-company := american I_. american-associate 
conglomerate := (3 2 associate) 
the ground facts: 
foreign-associate(ci), associate(cl,c2), allied-~ompany(c2~, asso~iate(c2,c3), 
lamerican(c3). 
and the rules: 
q : associate(X,Y) =+ sameGroup(X,Y) 
Q : sameGro~p(X,Z~ I! sameGroup(Z,Y) =rs sameGroup(X,Y~ 
r3 : foreign-associate(X) A conglomerate(X) A sameGroup(X,Y) + 
TaxLaw(Y,USA,Domestic) 
rd : american-associate(X) A associate(X,Y) + TaxLaw(Y,USA,Domestic). 
The initial constraint system S&r includes: 
cl associate c2, c2 associate c3, 
c3 : yamerican, 
c2 : americanu3associate.american, and 
cl : ~assoc~ate.-American. 
Fig. 8 shows the application of the propagation rules to the initial constraint system. We 
apply the -zu rule to ~2, resulting in two possible constraint systems: node 2 (in which 
c2 : !lassociate.american is added), and node 3 (in which c2 : american is added). In node 2 
we apply the rule -2 to c2. The constraint c2: 3associate.american implies that c2 has 
at least one filler on the role associate that is American. There are two options. This filler 
may be an existing one, i.e., c3, as in node 4, however, this causes a contradiction with an 
existing constraint c3 : -american. The second option is that there is another filler, vl , as 
in node 5. Since node 4 is contradictory, we do not consider it further. In node 5 we apply 
the rule --+=J to cl. The constraint cl : gassociate.-american implies that cl has at least 
one fiIler on the role associate that is not American. Once again, there are two options, 
resulting in nodes 6 and 7. SimilarIy, we expand node 3 by applying the --+3 to cl _ 
In the second step of the algorithm we create a set of ground facts for every completion, 
and evaluate the Horn rule using a procedure described below. 
Given a clash-free coInpietion S, we create a set of ground facts As in a strai~htfo~~d 
way as follows. The set of predicate names in As includes all the descriptions appearing 
in 5 and the set of ordinary predicates and roles in A. First, As contains all of the ground 
facts in il. Second, we add to As facts corresponding to the constraints in S. Specifically, 
if II : D E S, where D is a description, then we add D(u) to As. If sRt E S, we add R(s. t) 
to As and if 11 $ u E S we add u # u to As. 
Given a completion S and a query q(a)* we determine whether As + q(Z) using the 
conditions stated in the theorem below. Essentiafly, the theorem specifies how to entail 
a ground atom of a concept or role predicate. Entailment of ground atoms of ordinary 
predicates is done in the same fashion as in standard Horn reasoning algorithms. Our 
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Fig. X. The application of propagation rules on .~A, Note. that in every node we show only the facts that were 
added to the constraint system. Under every node we show which propagation rule was applied to obtain it\ 
children. 
algorithm will return that the query q(a) is entailed from A if and only if it is entailed 
from As for each clash-free completion S of SA The proof of the theorem is given in the 
appendix. 
Theorem 6.2. Let S be a clash-free completion resulting ,from applying the propagation 
rules on SA. Let As be the set of groundfacts constructedfor S. 
l If C(s) is an atom, where C is a concept name defined in A;r by the description D. 
As + C(s) ifand only $I 
_ D is primitive or a negation qf a primitive concept, and D(s) E As, or 
- D = (2 n R), and s has at least n R-successor5 in S, or 
_ D = 3 R.C, and s has an R-successor t such that As /= C(t), or 
_ D = Cl n C2, and As + Cl(s) and A.7 t= Cl(s), or 
- D = Cl u C2, and As + Cl(s) or As b C~(.S). 
l If R is a role, then As + R(s, t), if and only if R(s. t) E As, 
l If p is an ordinary predicate, As /= p(G), if and only if p(a) E S 01; there exists a 
Horn rule r E A of the form p1 (Xl) A . A p,,_(x,,) =+ p(F) and a mapping @from 
the variables of r to constants, such that q(Y) = 5, and As b @(pi(X;)), for i, 
l<i<n. 
Example 6.2. We illustrate the phase of evaluation of the Horn rules on two completions 
shown in Fig. 8. Consider the completion described in node 9. The set of ground facts 
constructed for it, As, contains the following facts that are originally in SA, : 
(!lassociate.-american)(cl), (american u 3associate,american)(c2), 
associate(c1, c2), associate(c2 c3), lamerican(c3). 
and the following facts that correspond to constraints added during the propagation phase: 
american(c2), associate(c1, v3), -american(v3), v3 # c2. 
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The facts sameGroup(c1 ,c2) and sameGroup(c2,c3) are entailed by ~1, and therefore rule 
1’2 entails sameGroup(c1 ,c3). Since company cl has two fillers on the role associate (c2 
and v3), it is an instance of conglomerate. It is also given that cl is an instance of foreign- 
associate, and therefore, rule Q entails TaxLaw(c3,USA,Dnmestic). 
Consider the completion in node 6 that has the following facts in addition to those from 
the initial database: 
(3associate.american)(c2), associate(c2,vl), 
american(vl), -american(c2), vl # c3. 
In this completion company c2 is an instance of american-associate, therefore, rule r4 
entails TaxLaw(c3,USA,Domestic). In fact, TaxLaw(c3,USA,Domestic) is entailed in all the 
clash-free completions, and therefore, it is entailed by A 1. 
6.2. Proqf’ofcorrectness nnd complexiQ 
In addition to Theorem 6.2, the key to proving the correctness of the algorithm is the 
following lemma, which is an analog of Lemma 3.4. The proof of the lemma is given in 
the appendix. We denote by A,? the set of ground facts of ordinary predicates in A. 
Lemma 6.3. Let S be u clash-free constraint system generated by applying a (possibly 
empty) sequence ofpropagation rules to SA. Let SI , . . , St be the constraint systems that 
cun he generated from S by applying one qf the propagation rules. Let q (ii) be a ground 
cctom. Then, S U A, + q(G) if and only ifSi U A, U A, + q(Z) for every i, 1 6 i < 1. 
The soundness and completeness of our algorithm is established by the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 6.4. Let A be m CARIN-MARC knowledge base. A + q(6) if and only if 
A,s U A,- U A, + q(Z).for evrr;y S that is u clash-free completion of SA. 
Proof. Since we unfolded the concept definitions when creating SA it follows that 
M(A) = M(Sn U A, U A,). By induction on the application of the propagation rules 
in the first phase of the algorithm, Lemma 6.3 implies that A + q(Z) if and only if 
S U A,. U A, + q(6) for every clash-free completion S of SA. Since As is equivalent 
to S U A,, Theorem 6.2 entails that A /= q (ii) if and only if AS U A, + q(Z) for every 
clash free completion 5’ of SA. q 
6.2.1. Complexit) 
The complexity of reasoning in CARIN-MARC is given by the following theorem: 
Theorem 6.5. Let A be u CARIN-MARC knowledge base. Deciding whether A + q(Z) is 
co-W-complete in the number of groundfacts in A, and polynomial in the number of Horn 
rules in A. If the numbers in the number restrictions in A are encoded in unary form, the 
entuilment problem is co-W-complete in the size of the terminology of A. 
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Proof. We begin with the complexity in the number of Horn rules in A. The size and the 
number of completions is independent of the number of Horn rules. In each completion 
we can compute the least fixed point model by a bottom-up evaluation of the Horn rules, 
which is polynomial in the number of rules. 
Consider the number of ground facts in A. The number of times a propagation rule can 
be applied to an object in a constraint system is polynomial in the size of the terminology. 
and does not depend on the number of ground facts in A. Each application of a propagation 
rule adds a constant number of constraints. Furthermore, ifs is a successor of an individual 
u in a constraint system S, then the distance of s from u is bounded by the size of the largest 
concept in the terminology. Therefore, the number of objects in a completion is linear in the 
number of ground facts in A, and hence every completion is obtained by a linear number 
of applications of propagation rules. This entails that the size of each completion is linear 
in the number of ground facts. To show that a query q (8 ) is not entailed from A, we need 
to find one completion S of Sb in which q(a) is not part of the least fixed point model of 
As U A,. Computing the least fixed point model can be done in time polynomial in the size 
of the completion, and therefore, showing that A k q (2) is in NP. 
To prove the NP-hardness result we use a reduction from the NP-complete problem 
3-SAT. We encode a 3-SAT propositional theory A,, by a CARIN-MARC knowledge base 
A using a relation 
R(clauseNumher, positionlnClause. signQfZitera1, variableNumber). 
For example, if (~1, 1~2, ~4) is the first clause in A,,. then A will include the ground facts 
R(l. l,Plus, I), R(1,2,Minus,2) and R(l, 3,Plus,4). 
A truth value assignment for a propositional theory is given by the concept A. The atom 
A(v) denotes that variable u is assigned True. 
In addition to the ground facts for R, A contains 8 rules (corresponding to the 8 different 
forms of a clause) that define a predicate NS. The ground atom NS(n) denotes that clause 
n is not satisfied under the current variable assignment. For example, the following rule 
considers clauses in which the tirst literal is positive and the second two are negative: 
R(n, 1. Plus. ~1) A R(n, 2, Minus. IQ) A R(n. 3. Minus. ~3) A 
-A(ul) f\ A(u2) A A(Q) =+ NS(n). 
Finally, we have the rule 
NS(n) =+ NSAT. 
NSAT is entailed only when one of the clauses is not satisfied. It is easy to see that if 
there is some satisfying assignment to the variables of Ap, we can build an extension for 
the concept A that includes exactly the propositions that are mapped to True. From this 
extension of A, we can build a model of A in which NSAT is not satisfied. On the other 
hand, if any assignment to the variables of A, always causes one of the clauses not to be 
satisfied, then A t= NSAT. Note that the size of A is linear in the size of A,. 
Finally, consider the size of the terminology. The hardness result follows from the 
complexity of concept unsatisfiability in A,!% [33]. Given a concept C, the entailment 
C(a) + False holds if and only if C is not satisfiable. As in our analysis above, if the 
numbers in the number restrictions are encoded in unary form, then the size of each 
completion is polynomial in the size of the terminology. Checking entailment of ground 
atom in a completion can also be done in time polynomial in the size of the terminology. 
Hence, the bottom-up evaluation of the rules can be done in time polynomial in the size of 
the terminology. Therefore, non-entailment is in NP. q 
7. CARIN-AACCNR with role-safe rules 
In this section we describe another way of obtaining a subset of CARIN-ALCNR for 
which sound and complete inference is possible for recursive function-free rules, while 
still allowing all the constructors of ACCNR and arhitraty inclusion statements in the 
terminology. The subset language is obtained by restricting the Horn rules in the knowledge 
base to be role-safe, as we define below. Role-safe rules restrict the way in which variables 
can appear in role atoms in the rules. This restriction is similar in spirit to the safety 
condition which is widely employed in database query languages for queries containing 
interpreted predicates (e.g., 6, < #) [35]. Furthermore, many classical uses of recursion 
(e.g., connectivity on graphs whose edges are represented by ordinary predicates) can be 
expressed by role-safe rules. An ordinary predicate e is said to be a base predicate in A if 
P does not appear in the consequent of any Horn rule in A. 
Definition 7.1. A rule Y is said to be role-safe if for every atom of the form R(x, y) in the 
antecedent, where R is a role, then either x or y appear in an atom of a base predicate in 
the antecedent of Y. 
The following theorem shows that the reasoning problem in CARTN-ACCNR is 
decidable when all the Horn rules in the KB are role-safe. 
Theorem 7.1. Let A be a CARIN-ACCNIZ knowledge base in which all Horn rules are 
role-sqfe. The problem of determining whether A + q (~5) is decidable. 
It should be noted that CARIN-ACCNR with role-safe rules is a strictly more expressive 
language than AL-Log [14]. since AL-Log only allows concept atoms in the Horn rules. 
The complexity of reasoning with role-safe rules is co-NP-complete in the number of 
ground facts in A, polynomial in the number of Horn rules in A, and doubly exponential 
in the size of the terminology of A. 
Proof. The inference algorithm is exactly the one we used in Section 4 for non- 
recursive CARIN-ACCNR knowledge bases, except that we use O-tree equivalence as the 
termination condition (i.e., the same condition as in [ 1 l]), and in the Horn rule evaluation 
phase, the rules may be recursive. 
The key to the proof of soundness is to note that in the bottom-up evaluation of the Horn 
rules we do not make use of the implicit tuples in Is, but only of explicit tuples. To see 
this, consider a mapping + from the variables of a rule r E A, to objects in 0’s. If R(x, J) 
is an atom in the antecedent of r, then either x or y appears in an atom of a base predicate 
in the antecedent of Y, and therefore, either $(x) or $(y) is an individual in S. Since there 
are no arcs from individuals to blocked variables, then both Q(x) and I/J(~) are not blocked 
variables, and therefore (Q(X), I/J(Y)) is an explicit tuple in IS. 
Since the explicit tuples must exist in ever?; model of S, the facts we infer for the ordinary 
predicates are entailed by S. As for completeness, if we have a clash-free completion from 
which we could not derive q(E), then it provides an example model of A in which q (2) is 
not entailed. II 
Example 7.1. We illustrate the algorithm with the following simple example. Consider 
a knowledge base A2 that contains the concept C, the role R, and the ordinary binary 
predicates e and p. The terminology has the single cyclic inclusion statement C C 3 R.C, 
and we have the ground facts C(a). C(h). e(a. h) and e(l7. c.). Finally, we have the rules: 
The propagation step would create the completion that includes the following constraints 
in addition to those in the initial constraint system: a Rq. UI : C, UI Rvz, ~2 :C, hRul, 
u 1 : C, u1 RUG and u2 : C, where ~1, ~9, u1 and u? are newly created variables in the 
constraint system. We create a model I of the completion as follows. The domain of I 
is ((1. h, c, ~1. 1;~. II 1, u?}. The interpretations of the concepts and roles are 
R’ = {(a. VI). (~11. ~2). (~2, ~2). (h,u~), (ui.uz), (uz.uz)}. 
The interpretation of e is taken directly from the ground facts in AZ: e’ = {(a. b), (h, c)}. 
Finally, the interpretation of p is constructed from the rules in AI: p’ = ((a. I?), (h. c). 
(a, c,I. 
Therefore, AI entails p(a. b). p(h. c) and p(a, c). The important point is to note 
that the extension of R includes the tuples (~2, IQ) and (~2, ~2) that are not explicit in 
the completion, but are necessary in order to obtain a finite model, while satisfying the 
inclusion C C 3 R.C. However, because of the fact that the rules are role-safe, these tuples 
are not used in computing the extension of p. 
8. Conclusions 
We described CARIN, a family of representation languages that combine the expressive 
power of Horn rules and description logics. We addressed the issue of designing sound 
and complete inference procedures for CARIN knowledge bases. We identified the core 
inference problem of existential entailment, and showed that it is central to several 
reasoning problems in CARIN. We described an existential entailment algorithm for 
ACCNR. As a result, we obtained a sound and complete algorithm for reasoning in 
non-recursive CZARIN-ACCNR knowledge bases, and an algorithm for query containment 
over ALCNI?.. We have shown that in general, the reasoning problem for recursive 
CARIN-ALCNR knowledge bases is undecidable, and identified the constructors of 
ACCNR causing the undecidability. Finally, we have shown two ways in which recursive 
CARIN-AC&VI? knowledge bases can be restricted while obtaining sound and complete 
reasoning. 
CARIN has already proved useful in two contexts. In [22] it is shown how the expressive 
power of CARIN has been key to the development of the Information Manifold system 
that combines information from multiple autonomous and heterogeneous data sources. 
In particular, the ability to combine relations of arbitrary arity (which are needed when 
modeling relational databases) with a hierarchy of concepts expressed in a description 
logic terminology has proved very useful in that application. In contrast, related systems 
(e.g., SIMS [3], Razor [ 161) use only description logics or only Horn rules. Furthermore, 
the ability to answer conjunctive queries over a description logic knowledge base, and to 
decide query containment were a key in developing the architecture of the system. Deciding 
containment of conjunctive queries is the key building block in determining which data 
sources are relevant to a user query [22]. 
Another use of CARIN for the problem of knowledge base verification is described 
in [25]. In that paper, the knowledge base verification problem is shown to be related to the 
query containment problem studied in the database literature [35]. Our query containment 
algorithm extends containment algorithms to conjunctive queries over description logic 
knowledge bases. Consequently, this algorithm enables verifying hybrid knowledge bases 
containing both Horn rules and description logics. Furthermore, we have shown in [2.5] 
that our query containment algorithm also enables us to deal with tuple-generating 
dependencies. Tuple generating dependencies (tgd’s) are logical sentences of the form 
Tgd’s are useful in expressing integrity constraints on rule-based knowledge bases. 
Verifying the correctness of a set of rules requires reasoning about entailment among 
tgd’s (i.e., deciding whether one tgd entails another). The entailment problem for tgd’s is 
known to be undecidable in general [ 18,361. In [25] we show that in some cases, entailment 
between tgd’s can be translated into query containment of conjunctive CARIN queries. As 
a result, we obtain new decidability results for the entailment problem for tgds. 
Related work 
Several other works have discussed the integration of Horn rules and description 
logics. Some works (e.g., AL-log [14], TaxLog [I], LIFE [2,30]) had the goal of using a 
description logic or other object-oriented component as a f?‘ping language on the variables 
already appearing in the rules (which could also be recursive). For example, in AL-log [ 141, 
which is most closely related to CARIN, only unary predicates from the description logic 
are allowed in the Horn rules, and the variables used in atoms of concepts must appear 
in atoms of ordinary predicates as well. AL-log allows recursive Horn rules, but a weaker 
description logic, AK, and it is shown in [14] that the reasoning problem is decidable 
in the language. Other works (e.g., [9,19]) considered a more tight integration of the 
two formalisms. For example, KRYPTON [9] combined an assertional component (more 
expressive than Horn rules) with a less expressive description logic than ALCNR. The 
reasoning engine was modified by either adding resolution steps to consider the inferences 
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sanctioned by the terminological component, or by modifying the unification operation 
underlying the resolution engine. These approaches are either incomplete or guarantee 
only refutation completeness. 
LIFE [2] is also a language whose goal is to combine logic programming with 
a structure oriented component. However, the LIFE structure-oriented component is 
composed of $-terms that differ from description logics in several significant ways. The 
idea of $-terms, rooted in the functional programming paradigm, is to represent subtyping 
in record-like data structures. On one hand, they are more limited than description logics 
and closer to feature logics [34], since they only allow attributes, i.e., functional roles (as 
opposed to roles with multiple fillers). For example, number restrictions and existential 
statements about role fillers that are standard in description logics are not expressible in $- 
terms. On the other hand, the variables in q-terms enable to express complex coreferences 
constraints, which can only be expressed in a limited fashion using the same-as constructor 
in description logics. ‘” 
A different approach to integrating rules and description logics is to add rules as 
an additional constructor (e.g., CLASSIC [S], BACK 1311, LOOM [28]). These works 
allowed only rules of a restricted form: C(x) + D(X), where C and D are concepts. 
Furthermore, the rules are generally not integrated in subsumption inferences but they 
are just used to derive additional knowledge about concept instances. MacGregor [29] 
and Yen [39] describe algorithms for determining rule-specificity and classification of 
arbitrary predicates in LOOM, which are an instance of the existential entailment problem 
described here. However, since subsumption in LOOM is undecidable, their algorithms are 
not complete either. 
Our analysis of CARIN focussed on the time complexity of the reasoning problem. We 
showed that for CARIN-MARC, the complexity is co-NP-complete in the number of ground 
facts. The question arises whether there exists subset of CARIN that are able to express 
all queries in co-NP. Recently, Cadoli et al. [ 131 investigated the expressive power of 
CARIN, and showed that there are certain classes of second order formulas, such that even 
a relatively simple subset of CARIN, role-safe CARIN-MARC is able to express all queries 
in those classes. 
It is important to emphasize that the focus of this paper has been on the question of 
decidability of the reasoning problem in CARIN-ACCJVNR. Our work raises the important 
issue of how to &?ciently reason in systems based on CARIN. One direction to investigate 
is to find subsets of CARIN-JW~VR for which the resulting language is more tractable 
than CARIN-dCCNR. A second direction is to find practically efficient methods for 
implementing reasoning in CARIN. 
One of the possible optimizations we plan to consider is to reduce the size and number 
of the completions created by the algorithm by employing a termination condition in the 
spirit of the one proposed in 141. In that work, Baader et al. use a termination condition 
“’ One main reason for the limited coreference constraints in description logica is that subsumption become5 
undecidable when coreference constraints are applied to roles with multiple fillers. 
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that modifies the one used by [ 111, by not requiring a blocked variable to have the same 
value for the (J function as its witness, but rather have a subset of the m value of its 
witness. Clearly, employing this more relaxed condition reduces the number of objects in 
a completion. In our context, we need to extend the condition of [4] to n-tree equivalence. 
We have already found two applications of CARIN in information integration and in 
verification of knowledge bases. We are currently looking into applying CARIN as a 
representational tool for modeling physical devices, for describing ontologies, and for 
database applications such as datawarehousing and schema integration. 
Appendix A 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. We prove the claim for each of the propagation rules. We begin with 
the non-generating and deterministic rules, for which the set S is a singleton set containing 
the constraint system S’. We show that I is a model of S if and only if I is a model of S’, 
and therefore the lemma holds for these rules. 
Trivially, every model of S’ is a model of S because S contains a subset of the constraints 
of S’. For the other direction, let I be a model of S. There are several cases: 
l Rule 1: if I is a model of S and s : Ct n C2 E S, then u’(s) E ]Ct n Cl]‘, therefore, 
by definition, O?(S) E C{ and a’(s) E CL. Since S’ = S U (s : Ct. s : C2), then I is a 
model of S’. 
a Rule 3: since the propagation rule is applied, and I is a model of S, there exist s and t 
such that (a’(s), w’(t)) E R’. Since s : VR.C E S, by the definition of the extension 
of VR.C, cy2(t) E C’, and therefore, since S’ = S U (t : C), I is a model of S’. 
l Rule 7: in this case, S’ = S U s : C. However, Vx.x : C E S, therefore, I is a model of 
We now consider the other propagation rules. Consider rule 2, and let St and S2 be the 
two constraint systems that can be obtained by applying the rule to S. The set of models of 
S is the union of the models of St and S2, and therefore the claim of the lemma holds. 
Consider rule 4, and let S’ be the single constraint system resulting from applying the 
rule to S. Denote by y the variable that is added to the constraint system S while applying 
the rule to the variable s. Note, that any model I’ of S’ is obtained from a model I of S by 
extending the mapping cz* to the new variable J. Let I be a model of S. For one direction 
of the lemma, it suffices to show that I’ + Q for every model I’ of S’ that is obtained 
from I by extending (Y’ to y. Since I + Q, there is a mapping IT from the variables and 
constants of Q to 0’ that maps every literal in one of the Q;‘s to a tuple in extensions of 
the relations in I. The same mapping cr will be valid in I’ as well, because the set of tuples 
in the extensions is the same as in I. Therefore I’ /= Q. 
For the other direction, suppose that S’ + Q, and we show that S + Q. Let 1 be a model 
of S. Since I is a model of S, there must be some object o E 0’) such that (cr’ (s), o) E R' , 
and o E Cl. Consider the interpretation I’ obtained by extending I by a”(y) = o. Clearly, 
I’ is a model of S’. Therefore, I + Q, because I’ + Q and the models I and I’ have 
identical relation extensions. 
The proof for rule 5 is similar to that of rule 4. As before, every model of S’ is obtained 
from a model of S by extending o’ to ~1. . yn. If I is a model of S and I’ is a model of 
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S’ that is obtained from I, then, in the same way shown for rule 4, if I + Q then I’ b Q. 
For the other direction, suppose S’ + Q, and we show that S b Q. Let I be a model of S, 
and therefore there are distinct objects 01. . , I),, in O’, such that (a’(s). 0;) E R’. for i. 
I < i < n. Consider the interpretation I’ obtained by extending I by CX’ (vi) = oi. I’ is a 
model of S’, and therefore, as before I b Q. 
Finally, consider rule 6. and suppose the constraint system S’ was obtained from S by 
replacing y by t. In this case, every model I of S can be obtained from a model I’ of S’ 
by extending (Y” to y. For the first direction, suppose S’ + Q for every S E S, and let I be 
a model of S. We need to show that I + Q. Since I is obtained from extending a model 
I’ of some S E S, the same variable mapping from the variables of Q to 0” that shows 
that I’ b Q will show that I + Q. For the second direction, suppose S + Q, and let I’ 
be a model of S’ E S. We need to show that I’ + Q. Let I be the model of S obtained by 
extending a” by setting a’(_~) to a”(t). It can be checked that I is indeed a model of S, 
because any constraint involving _Y in S appears in S’ as constraints where _Y is replaced by 
t. Therefore, the same variable mapping that shows I + Q will show that I’ + Q. q 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is easier to illustrate after the proof of Theorem 5.2 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We begin with the case in which the description logic contains 
only the constructor 3 R.C. We reduce the halting problem of a Turing machine TM 
to the entailment problem. We assume without loss of generality that TM begins with 
the empty string on its tape. The initial state of TM is QO and its halting state is Ql,. 
An execution of a Turing machine can be described by a set of conjigurutions, each 
describing the tape contents, head position and state of the machine at a given time point. 
We encode the configurations of TM by a CARIN knowledge base A. Configuration times 
and tape positions are represented by instances of concept integer in our encoding. The 
role .succ(x, J) is intended to represent hat y is the successor integer to X. The knowledge 
base A includes the following statements about integers: 
integer( 1). 
integer L 3.succ.integer. 
The relation It(x, y) is intended to represent that x is less than y. and is defined by the 
following recursive rules in A: 
succ(x. 4) =+ It(x, 4’). 
.succ(x. z) A Ir(z, y) =+ It(x. y). 
The relation stute(t, q) is intended to represent that the machine is in state q at time t. 
The relation headPos(t, p) is intended to represent that the machine’s head is at position 
p on the input tape at time t, and the relation tupe(t, p, s) is intended to represent that in 
time t, the tape has the symbol s in position p. The following ground facts describe the 
initial state of the machine: 
stute(1, Qo), heudPos(l. I), 
integer(t) =2 tupe( 1. t. ” “). 
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Next we describe the rules corresponding to the transitions of the Turing machine TM. 
The rules for transitions differ slightly depending on whether the head is moved to the left 
or to the right, so below we describe the rules for the transition S(Q, A) = (Q’, A’, +), 
i.e., when the machine is in state Q and reading the symbol A, the machine writes the 
symbol A’ on the tape, moves one place to the right and goes into state Q’. 
The rules need to describe: (1) the change of state, (2) change of head position, and 
(3) changes to the tape. The rule for change of state is the following: 
rl : integer(c) A integer(c1) A succ(c, cl) A state(c. Q) A heudPus(c, p) A 
tupe(c, p. A) =+ stute(cl. Q’). 
The rule for changing the head position is: 
t-2 : integer(c) A integer(cl) A succ(c. CI)A stute(c, Q) A headPos(c, p) A 
.wc(p, PI) A tupetc, p. A) + headPos(cl, PI). 
The rule for changing the contents of the tape is: 
t-3 : integer(c) A integer(cl) A succ(c, cl)A stute(c. Q) A heudPos(c, p) A 
tupe(c, p. A) + tupe(cl, p. A’). 
The following rules are needed to state what did not change on the tape: (the first rule takes 
care of the symbols to the right of the head and the second takes care of those to its left). 
t-4 : integer(c) A integer(cl) A succ(c, cl)A stute(c, Q) A heudPos(c, p) A 
tupe(c, p, A) A It (p, y) A tupe(c. y, x) + tupe(c1 . y. x). 
rg : integer(c) A integer(cl) A succ(c, q)A stute(c, Q) A heudPos(c, p) A 
tupe(c, p, A) A Zt(y, p) A tupe(c. y. x) =+- tupe(cl, y, x). 
Finally, the following rule defines a predicate query: 
t-6 : integer(cl) A stute(cl. Qh) A /t(l, cl) =+ query. 
The proof of Theorem 5.2 follows from the following claim: 
Claim. The machine TM halts on the empq string (f and only if A t= query 
Proof. We first define the intended model, M, of A. The domain of M includes the 
integers, the states of TM, and symbols in the alphabet of TM. The extension of integer 
includes exactly all the integers greater or equal to 1, and the extension of succ is (i, i + l), 
for every i 3 1. The extensions of state, heudPos and tape are the minimal model of 
A that includes the extension of integer and succ, and in which (1, Qo) E stateM and 
(1, 1) E headPa?. Note that this model is unique. 
It is easy to prove by induction that M describes exactly the execution of TM, i.e., 
l TM is in state q at time i if and only if (i, q) E StateM, 
l The head of TM is in position p at time i if and only if (i. p) E heudPos”, and 
l The tape contains the symbol a in position p at time i if and only if (i, p, a) E tapeM. 
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We begin with the if direction. If A + quet_v. there is an integer j, for which the rule r6 
is satisfied. At time j the machine will be in the halting state. Therefore. we have shown 
that if A + query then TM halts on the empty string. 
Consider the only-if direction. Assume that the machine TM halts, and let MI be a 
model of A. We need to show that Ml + query. We define a mapping @ from the integers 
to the domain of MI, OM1 . We define $( 1) = 1 Mi We define the mapping for the other 
integers inductively. Since Ml is a model of A (and therefore of the inclusion statement), 
there exists at least one element s in the domain of MI, such that (1 MI1 s) E succMi We 
choose one such s arbitrarily and define t/~(2) = s. Similarly. we define the mapping for 
the integers greater than 2. Note that it is possible that $(i) = Q(j) for some i # ,j. The 
following claims follow by induction on i : 
l if TM is in state Q at time i, then (@l(i), Q”l) E stLrte”l. 
l if the head of TM is in position p at time i, then ($(i). q(p)) E headPos”1, 
l if the tape contains the symbol A in position p at time i, then (q(i). e(p). AMI) E 
trp?M’ 
This induction claim holds for i = 1 because of the facts in A that describe the initial 
state. The inductive step follows by examining the rule corresponding to the transition that 
TM takes in time i, and noting that the induction hypothesis guarantees that the antecedent 
of the rule is satisfied. Note that Mt does not necessarily encode the execution of the 
machine precisely, but contains the tuples that describe the execution. Consequently, since 
TM halts after N steps, quev will follow by the substitution x + G(N) in rule r6. 
Consider the second case of the theorem, i.e., the case in which the description logic 
contains the constructor (3 n R). In this case, in our construction of A we replace the 
inclusion integer & 3succ.integPr by the inclusion T & (3 1 succ). In the proof, the new 
inclusion guarantees that we can construct the mapping $ for every integer (because 
every object has a successor). In order for the intended model to satisfy the inclusion 
T C (3 1 succ) for objects that are not instances of integer, we add to the model a new 
object,@. such that @,.fin) is in the extension of succ, and (o,jn) is also in the extension 
of succ for every object o which is not in the extension of integer. The rest of the proof is 
similar to the previous case. q 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Consider the case in which L has only the constructor (6 n R). 
We define Al which is a slight modification of A of the previous proof as follows. The 
role predicate ilrre<Ter in A is now an ordinary predicate in A 1, and A 1 does not have any 
inclusion statements. Instead of the inclusion statements. A 1 contains the following Horn 
rules: 
SI : integer(x) A succ(x, y) =+ integer(y) 
s2 : integer(x) A (6 Osucc)(x) =+ query. 
The first direction of the proof is the same as before, using the intended model M for 
A 1. Note that the second atom in the antecedent of s2 is not satisfied in M. For the other 
direction, consider a model Ml of A 1. There are two cases. If we can construct the mapping 
$ from the integers to O”1 as before (i.e., there is an infinite sequence of integers). the 
same proof holds, and therefore, MI + query. If not, then there is some integer II, such that 
there is no tuple of the form ($(M), j) in .sM?I and +(I?) E intege?' Therefore, since 
MI is a model of SZ. it must be the case that MI /= yueuy. 
Consider the case in which L contains only the constructor V R.C. We define A2 by 
modifying A 1 as follows. lnstead of the rule .sz we add the following rule: 
,sj : integer(x) A (VSLIK.B)(X) =+ queq. 
where B is a new concept predicate. In the proof, the intended model M of 42 will have 
the empty extension for B. The proof of the first direction follows as before, because 
the antecedent of sq is never satisfied in M. For the other direction, consider a model 
MI of AI. If Ml is a model in which there is some element 11 E intqer”l such that 
o E (V.~ucc.B)~l, then Ml t= quer! because of ~3. If not, then evev element o E integer”1 
must have a successor, i.e., there must exist an 01 such that (o,o~) E .SUCC~~ (otherwise, 
o E (Vsuc~~.B)~l). Hence, we can build the mapping @ as in the previous proofs, and show 
that Ml + queg. o 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let S be a clash-free completion of 5’~ and let As be the set of 
ground facts constructed for S. Recall that A, denotes the set of Horn rules in A. We define 
a rxmonical model M.7 for As U A,.. The domain of MS includes all the constants in AS, 
and for each constant .s”y = s. The extensions of the relations are defined as follows. If 
A is a primitive concept, then s E A Ms if and only if A(s) E A.7. For a role R, (s, t) E R”’ 
if and only if R(.F, t) E As. The extensions of the complex concepts are determined by 
the equations in Section 2.1. The extension of each of the ordinary predicates in M.y is 
determined as follows. We begin with the ground facts in Sn, i.e., if e(Z) E As, then 
2 E eMI. Next. we compute the least fixed point model of the ordinary predicates that 
satisfies the Horn rules. and contains the extensions of the role and concept predicates as 
defined above. This model can be computed by a bottom-up evaluation of the Horn rules. 
By induction on the size of the descriptions appearing in concept atoms in As, and because 
5’ is a completion, it can be shown that M.7 is a model of As. 
We begin the proof with the case of concept atoms, and consider the different forms of 
concepts. In the proof, MS acts as a counterexample model for the only-if direction. 
l Consider an atom of the form A(s), where A is a primitive concept. If A(s) E As, 
then clearly As + A(s). If A(s) $ As, then MS is amodel of As in which A(s) is not 
satisfied, and hence AS E A(s). The same argument holds for an atom of the form 
-A(s), where A is a primitive concept. 
. Consider an atom of the form (3 n R)(s). If s has at least n R-successors in S, 
then, AS + (3 II R)(s). This follows because all R-successors of a given object in 
a constraint system are separated from each other (note that this property holds in the 
initial constraint system and is conserved by the application of rules 3 and 4). Ifs does 
not have II R-successors in S. then Ms is again a counterexample model that shows 
that As v (3 Iz R)(s). 
. Consider an atom of the form (3 R.C)(s). Ifs has an R-successor t E S, such that 
A.7 + C(t), then clearly As b (3 R.C)(.s), b ecause R(s. t) E As. As before, if there 
is no such t, then My is a counterexample model to the entailment. 
. For an atom of the form (Cl n C~)(S), it follows trivially that it is entailed by As if 
and only if A,7 b Cl(s) and As + C~(S). 
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. For an atom of the form (Cl u C~)(S), it follows trivially that it is entailed by As if 
As + Cl (s) or AS + C~(S). If neither entailments hold, then A4,y is a counter example 
to both of them, and therefore, MS w (Cl u CZ) (s). 
For role atoms, if R(s. t) E As, then As t= R(s. t). If not. then M,s is a counter example 
model. 
For atoms of ordinary predicates, the atoms that can be entailed by the condition in 
the theorem are exactly those that would be computed in the least fixed point model and 
therefore satisfied in Ms. Every model of As U A,. that agrees with MS on the extensions 
of concept and role predicates must satisfy at least ground atoms in the minimal fixed-point 
model. Hence, if a ground atom is not part of the least fixed pointed model, then it is not 
entailed by As. q 
Proof of Lemma 6.3. In the proof we will consider the relationship between models of 
S and those of St, . , .S/. Note that given a model M of S, it is always possible to extend 
M to a model M’ of S U A,. U AR. That is, M and M’ are identical on the extensions 
of concepts and roles, and o M’ is an extension of cr”. Furthermore, we can consider the 
~niycle least fixpoint model of S U A, U A,. We denote the set of models of S by M(S). In 
the proof we consider one case for each propagation rule. 
Rule 1. In this case, 1 = 1 and S) = S U (s : Cl. s : C2), where s is the constant on which 
the rule was applied. It suffices to show that M(S) = M(S)). Clearly, since S c Sl , 
M(S) 2 M(Sl). Let M be a model of S. Since M + s:Ci n Cz, then M /= s: Ci and 
M /== .Y :C2. Therefore M E M(S)), and hence M(S) = M(St ). 
Rules 2 and 5. In these cases, 1 = 2, and the claim follows from the observation that 
M(S) = M(St) U hi’(&). 
Rule 3. Suppose s has m R-successors in S, u), . , u,,,. In this case, 1 is m + 1. For i. 
1 < i < m, Si = S U (Vi : C), and Sm+l = S U (sRu, L' : C), where u is a new variable. 
Assume S U A,. U A, b q(Z), and let M be a model of .S; U A, U A,s for some i, 
1 < i < m + I. Since Si 2 S, it follows that M is a model of S U A,. U A,, and therefore 
M k y(U). 
Assume Si U A,. U A, /= q(Z) for all i, 1 < i < m + 1, and let M be a model of 
S U A,. U A,. We need to show that M + q(i). Since (3 R.C)(s) E S there exists some 
OEOM such that (s”. o) E R”, and o E CM. There are two possible cases. In the first 
case, there exists an i, 1 < i < m, such that uM E CM. In that case. M is a model of 
Si U A,., and therefore a model of q(G). In the second case, u;~ 6 CM for all i, 1 < i < tn. 
In this case, we can define a model M’ for .S,n+) il A,. U A,? as follows. The models M and 
M’ differ only by extending aM to v by setting cr”’ (u) = o. Since the only siblings of u 
are UI. . u,?,, all the inequalities involving u are satisfied, and therefore M’ is a model 
of &,+I U A,. U AR. Furthermore, since M’ /= q(U) then M b q(S) (because we have not 
changed the extensions of the relations). 
Rule 4. In this case, 1 = 1, and St = S U (sR!i 1 i E 1. . ,no) U (Jv # vj ) 1 < i, j. < 
fto. i # j} U (4’; # s ( x E sR, 1 ,< i 6 no), where ~1. , y,,(, are new variables, and II = 
??() + nz. Clearly, since S C Si , then M(S) 2 M(Sl ), and therefore, if S U A, U A, + q(G) 
then SI U A,. U A, /= q(a). For the other direction, assume S) U A,. U A, b q(G), and let 
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M be a model of S. We need to show that M + q(G). As before, we show that we can 
find a model M’ of St that differs from M only by extending # to ~1, , yn,, (but the 
extensions of the relations do not change). Since M + (3 n R)(s), there are y1 objects, 
01, . . o,% E CIM such that (s”. oi) E R”. However, since s has exactly m R-successors 
in S, we can find a 1-I mapping $ from yt, . , yllo to 01. . , o,,, such that if t is an 
R-successor of s in S, then cr”(t) # $(y;) f or i. 1 < i 6 no. Therefore, all the disequalities 
that are added to S in St are satisfied if we take $ to be the extension of cz”. q 
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